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Toyota tells
dealers parts
on the way
to fix pedals
By STAIFY
and AP REPORTS
As a fix for a Toyota recall
affecting 4.2 rnillion vehicles is
made ready for distribution,
local Toyota dealership Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet is getting prepared.
Andy Foley, general manager
at Dwain Taylor. said in a phone
interview Monday that he
believes the fix to the gas pedal
assembly will ship to dealerships this week and that his
staff is ready.
"We've ramped up for it and
have the personnel to (install
the fix) and want to get customers fixed as soon as possible. Our staff is prepared to
answer questions and our service area is ready to install the
fix when it comes," he said.
Toyota recalled the vehicles
on Jan. 21, determining that
excess friction in the gas pedal
assembly could in rare cases
cause the pedals to stick.
Engineers traced the problem
to a friction device in the
assembly that is supposed to
provide the proper pedal "feel"
by adding resistance, Toyota
said in the statement.
The device has a shoe that
rubs against a nearby metal surface during normal pedal use.
But wear and environmental
conditions can over time cause
the pedals to not operate
smoothly or in rare cases stick
partially open.
The company said a steel
reinforcement bar will be
installed into the gas pedal
assembly% reducing the friction.
''With this reinforcement in
place, the excess friction that
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Weekend
weather
problems
are few
Residents thanked
for being safe and
cautious: Bierds

205

Dan'Forecast
By The Associsted Press
Monday. .Fartly sunny. Highs
in the upper 30s. East winds 5
mph.
night ..Mostly
Monday
cloudy. Lows
the mid .20s.
Southeast winds 5 mph.
sunny.
Tuesday...Partly
Highs in the lower 40s. West
winds 5 mph.
night.. Partly
Tuesday
croudy. Lows in the mid 20s.
North winds 5 mph.
Wednesday. .Mostly sunny.
Highs in the lower 40s. North
winds 5 mph
Wednesday night ..Partly
cloudy. Lows in the rniu 20s.
Thursday. Mostiy cloudy
with a 20 pen:ant chance of
rain. Higns in the mid 40s. •
Thursday
night. .Mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
ot ram Lows in the mid 30s
Friday.. Cloudy with a 50
percent chance of rain. Highs in
the mid 40s
Friday night...Mostly cloudy
with a 40, percent chance of rain
and snow Lows in the lower
30s.
Saturday...Partly sunny with
a 30 percent chance of snow
Highs in the lower 40s.
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
cspite the slick roads caused by the
deep snow that fell Friday night,
there were few traffic accidents
over the weekend.
Detective Sam Bierds of the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department said he wanted to thank county residents for being safe
and cautious. He said deputies responded
to a few a non-injury traffic accidents
Friday night and at least one with injuries,
but that there weren't nearly as many coI2
lisions as the department was afraid of. lie
said citizens did a good job of prepanng
for the weather and driving slowly.
Murray Fire C'hief Michael Skinner sai4
fire fighters assisted law enforcement Ort
two accidents with injuries in the county.
on Friday. One was near Lynn Grove C103
to 6499 Highway 94 West at 5:21p.m. aact
the other was on Highway 121 South near
Stella at 6:36 p.m.
Sgt. Tracy Guge with the MUITay Police
Department that while there were several
weathertelated accidents in the city,
including vehicles in ditches, most people

D

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Trnes
A dry snowfall wasn't enough to stop
some people from building snowmen
over the weekend. One snowman on
16th Street holds a sign guaranteed to
give passers-by a smite whiie (left)
another snowman wields a lightsaber
and is ready for battie.
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Obama unveils $3.83 trillion
budget with massive deficits
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economics Writer
ASHINGTON (AP) -President Barack Obama
sent Congress a 53.83 trillion budget on Monday that would
pour more money into the fight against
high unemployment, boost taxes on
the wealthy' a.nd freeze spending for a
wide swath of government programs.
The deficit for this year would surge
to a record-breaking $1.56 trillion,
topping last year's then unprecedented
$1.41 trillion gap. The deficit would
remain above $1 trillion in 2011
although the president proposed to
institute a three-year budget freeze on
a variety of prograrns outside of the
military and homeland security as well
as increasing taxes on energy produc-
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Murray, KY 42091

ers and families making
more
than
$250,000.
Echoing the pledge
in his Stare of the
Union address to
make job creation his
top priority, Obama
put forward a budget
that included a $100
Obama
billion jobs measure
that would provide
tax breaks to encourage businesses to
boost hiring as well as increased government spending on infrastructure
and energy projects. lie called for fast
congressional action to speed relief to
millions left unemployed in the worst
recession since the 1930s.
After a protracted battle on health

care dominated his first year in office
and led to a string of Democratic election defeats, the administration hopes
its new budget will convince
Americans the president is focused on
fixing the economy.
Republicans complained about
Obama's proposed tax increases and
said the huge projected deficits
showed he had failed to get government spending under control. But
administration officials argued that
Obama inherited a deficit that was
already topping $1 trillion when he
took office and given the severity of
the downturn, the president had to
spend billions of dollars stabilizing the
financial system and jump-starting

Proposed tobacco
tax would affect
county's farmers
By TOM BERRY
Statf Whter
LYNN GROVE, Ky. --- Lynn Grove
tobacco gmwer Richard Smotherman is
opposed to a tax structure change proposed by state lawmakers for smokeless
tobacco because it would adversely affect
dark-fired tobacco farmers in Calloway
and other western Kentucky counties.
Smotherman took his objections to
Frankfort last week where he joined U.S.
Smokeless Tobacco Co. lobbyists in
opposing a change that would tax the
prcxhict by• price instead of by weight.
"It tries to convert Kentucky•s excise tax
on smokeless tobacco products from a
weight-based rate to an ad valorem rate
which is a price-based tax," Srnotherman

II See Page 2
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Local group praying for community
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
t you've been svondering about those
hite signs by the sides of highways
that popped up last week referring to
"gates," you aren't the only one.
The signs are plain white with black

I

lettenng reading,"GATE # I ," 2.3.4. 5,
6 and 7 at various points at the edges of
the Murray city limits. With no indication on the signs of what they were for,
the Chamber of Commerce received
several calls of inquiry, but the people in
office had no answer for the curious

HAWKINS TEAGUEtLedger & Times
Pictured is one of seven signs placed on the edges of the city limits of
Murray by the group Pray Murray. The signs, which are meant to mark
spots for volunteers in the group to pray fot the city, have spidikeid questions from curious drivers_

II See Page 2
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callers. The Regionai Spec.al Events
Center also received a few calls from
people who thought they might have
some connection to Murray State
University.
A. it tums out. the signs were put in
place by a group known as Pray Murray,
which can be found on Facebook simply
by searching for the group's name. F.T.
"Butch" Seargent. a member ot
Murray's city t otincil arid pastor of
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•Toyota (ells dealers...
From Front
can cause the pedal to stick is
.eliminated," the statement said.
"The company has confinned
the effectiveness of the riewf.
reinforced pedals through rigorous testing on pedal assemblies
that had previously shown a tendency to stick."
Foley said the recall doesn't
affect every model of the
recalled vehicles, and that 70
percent of the cars on the lot are
kill ready to sell. The remaining
30 percent will receive the fix
and be back on the lot afterwards.
"This is not a blanket recall
and we have quite a few models
not affected. We have 5 new
tamrys on the lot that are unaffected," he said.
1 To help with customer questions or concerns, Foley said
anyone can just drive in to the
dealership and his staff will be
able to tell almost inunediately
if the vehicle is affected by the
iecall. He said he has received a
kit of calls concerning the
iecall.
"There are a lot of questions
and a lot of concern. Safety is a
number one priority for us and

for Toyota, which I think is why
they chose to do this. It couldn't
have been a money decision
because this is going to cost
them a whole lot," Foley said.
The recall in the U.S. includes
the 2009-10 RAV4 crossover,
the 2009-10 Corolla, the 200910 Matrix hatchback, the 200510 Avalon, the 2007-10 Canny,
the 2010 Highlander crossover,
the 2007-10 Tundra pickup and
the 2008-10 Sequoia SUV. It
also has been expanded to
another 1.9 million vehicles in
Europe and China.
Toyota said that not all the
models of Camry, RAV4.
Corolla arid Highlander listed in
the recall have the faulty gas
pedals, which were made by.
CTS Corp. of Elkhart, Ind,
Dealers can tell w.hich models
have the CTS pedals. Models
made in Japan, and some models built in the U.S., have pedal
systems made by another parts
supplier, Denso Corp., which
function well.
All Matrix. Avalon, Tundra
and Sequoia models have the
faulty pedals.

IN Local group praying...
From Front
Murray Family Church on
Maple Street, said the signs are
meant to be markers at the main
points of entry to Murray. The
locations
include
where
Highway 80 meets 641, on
Highway 121 and Highway 94.
Seargent said the signs are
meant to be markers where
members of the group are supposed to stand and pray for the
well-being of everyone in
Murray.
As part of the initiative, the
group also took a city map and
divided the land into 88 square
sections. In each of those
"blocks," someone who lives
there has volunteered to be a
"lighthouse of prayer" and walk
or drive down the street at least
once a week to pray for the residents and people who might
work in the area.
Seargent said this is known as
"prayer evangelism." He said
that when Jim and Jacquie
Kruger moved to Murray from
Elk River, Minn.. they told him
about a similar initiative in their

•Weekend snow...
From Front

Proposed tobacco tax...
From Front
said.
. A proposal similar to House
Bill 2% was proposed in 2008.
according to Smotherrnan, but
was defeated by the Senate.
While
in
Frankfort,
Smotherman said he met with
Fifth District Rep. Mels in
Henley, D-Murray, and First
•District Sen. Ken Winters, RMurray. to enlist their support in
defeating the proposal.
"This could raise taxes on premium brands up to 58 percent,"
Smotherrnan said. "Whereas if
you change to the ad valorem,
the cheaper priced product actually would be cheaper than the
premium product. That would
.affect many thousands of farm
families in western Kentucky."
Henley told the Murray
Ledger & Times the move was
,unfair to American tobacco
growers.
"The bottom line of this bill is
that it reduces the tax on smokeJess tobacco prtxiucts for a foreign company and increases the
same tax paid by U. S. tobacco,"
-he said." As far as I can deterimine. the foreigri company' buys
atm tobacco from U.S. farmers,
:Ibut imports the tobacco used in
:its products, while U. S. tobacco
l‘purchases
Kentucky-grown
7product. If the bill makes it to
the House floor for a vote, I
intend to point this out."
The bill also would have an
impact on U.S. Smokeless
Tobacco Co., an Altria subsidiary, its western Kentucky
employees and farmers that

hometown and showed him a
video in which local officials
and business leaders talked
about guiding the town from a
"Godly perspective." Seargent
said he was deeply inspired by
this and that he and several others involved with Pray Murray
were looking forward to traveling with the Krugers to Elk
River this month to learn more
about how prayer evangelism
has changed the lives of the pe,opie who live there.
Seargent said this type of
evangelism is perfect for people
who
are
bashful
about
approaching strangers and
preaching God's word to them.
He said it was his dream to unite
pastors from every, denomination in Murray to pray for the
city. Even though the signs were
merely meant to be guides for
its members, he said he was
pleased that they' had inadvertently gotten people throughout
town talking about the group.

grow dark tobacco, according to
Bill Phelps, a spokesman for the
company.
Phelps said Calloway and
other western Kentucky counties are among the leading
sources of dark-fired tobacco in
the nation.
"When smokeless tobacco is
taxed today in Kentucky it is by
weight." Phelps said. "They are
about the same size, and if you
lined up 10 different brands of
smokeless tobacco they are
about the same. This bill that
has been introduced would
change the tax structures of each
product to tse taxed by its price."
Phelps said the change would
levy heavier fees on the "higherquality" product which would
Most likely cost more.
"We don't think it's a very fair
way to tax product." Phelps
said. "You would be hard
pressed to tind another product
where you would be taxed more
for buying a higher-quality
product."
Altria produces Skoal and
Copenhagen.
"Those are America.n brands
and use 100 percent Anierican
tobacco and half of it is grown
in Kentucky.** Phelps said.
pointing out the tobacco used is
purchased from about 500
Kentucky farm families and
growers.
"So that's a significant impact
for Kentucky." he said.

either drove carefully or stayed
home.
"I think there were ICA more
people playing in the snow than
driving in the snow," she said.
According to the Associated
Press, temperatures are expected to rise into the rnid-40s this

week with partly to mostly
cloudy skies.
The AP is calling for a slight
chance of rain on Thursday, followed by a 30- to 40-percent
chance of rain/snow on Friday
and Saturday. Teniperatures
those days should be in the 30s
and 40s.

Playhouse fundraiser set for last week
rescheduled for Feb, 6-7, director reports
Staff Report
George Gershwin and Ethel
The Playhouse in the Park Merman,
fundraiser onginally set for last
Playhouse Executive Director
Saturday and Sunday, "Two Lisa
Cope said the performers
Legends, One Stage," has been
wanted to make sure everyone
rescheduled for Feb. 6 and 7.
who wanted to see the show
Comprised of two individual
shows. "Gershwin in Blue," could come, and they didn't
written and performed by want the snow storm to prevent
Shawn Knight, and "What the any•one's attendance.
Knight also had to travel to
Papers Don't Tell You, An
Evening with Ethel Merman." Murray. from Nashsille, so the
written and perforrned by weather could have been proStacey Smith, the show follows hibitive, she said.
the lives and careers of two of
Tickets may be purchased at
the biggest Broadway legends, die door.

Railroad gets initial approval on tax incentives
PADUCAH. Ky.(AP)-- Kentucky' has given preliminary
approval to $400,000 in tax incentives for the Paducah &
Louisville Railway to build a new "green" headquarters.
According to published reports, the Kentucky Economic
Development Finance Authority gave initial go-ahead Thursday
for the tax credits, which will go toward a $4.2 million headquarters and end the company's search for a new home.
The new facility will replace P&L's crowded, aging quaners in
downtown Paducah with a new 20,000-square-foot building.
P&L. a 265-mile regional railroad, has grown steadily in recent
years by acquiring rail lines in West Virginia, Indiana a_nd Illinois.
Company president Ibny Reck said the company has newer contracts with CSX to build and operate intennodal facilities in West
Baltimore, Ohio. and Winter Haven, Fla.

Bank of Cadiz & Trust Co.
is proud to announce that

JENNIFER EIDSON

native of Calloway. County has been
named Branch Manager for the Murray
office. In this capacity, she is responsible
for the overall operations of the Murray
office. She can aiso assist you with choosing the right banking product or cervice
that fits your financial needs. Jennifer
joined the Bank of Cadiz & Trust Co. in
March, 2009 and has over 6 years of banking experience.
We are pleased to have Jennifer as a member of our team and invite
you to stop by and Nt isit the Murray office located at 630 North 12th
Street. We have additional offices in Cadiz & Hopkinsville.

triP0 says egg throwers
are still on the loose
Staff Report
The
Murray
Police
Department is still searching
for vandals w.ho have been
throwing eggs at vehicles since
late October.
Police said Friday the incidents of vandalism have
occurred at so many locations
that has been difficult for officers to establish a pattem. In an
effort to find them, police are
asking Murray residents to be
on the alert and notify them if
they witness any suspicious
activity, such as young people
purchasing an unusual amount
of eggs or people throwing
eggs. Anyone with information
is asked to call the police at
753-1621.

Twin Crier
BANK oc CADIZ
& TRUST CO.
We Make it Simple!
12th Street. NIurray. KA' 42071
(270) 759-4852
www.bankofcadiz.com

630 North

NOTICE
•
According
to
an
announcemPnt from Murray
Main Street. the City of
Murray's
Architectural
Review Board meeting set
for Thursday, Feb. 4. has
beer cancelied. No postponement date was scheduled.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-'1916
Read the
Want Ads Daily

Calloway County awarded
federal funds to supplement
emergency food, shelter
Special to the Ledger
Calloway County has btan
chosen to receive S20,977 to
supplement emergency food and
shelter programs in the county.
according to Peggy Billing-ton.
executive directo - of the
Murray-Calloway'
county
United Way.
The selection was made by a
national board that is chaired by
the
Federal
Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA)
and consists of representatives
from The Salvation Army,
Amencan Red Cross, United
Jewish Communities, Catholic
Charities,
USA, National
Council of the Churches of
Christ in the USA and United
Way of America, which will
provide the administrative staff
and function as fiscal agent. The
board was charged to distnbute
funds appropnated by Congress
to help expand the capacity of
food and shelter progriuns in
high-need areas around the
country.
A local board made up of the
mayor, United Way, Calloway
County
judge-executive,
American Red Cross, churches
imd leaders in our community
will determine how the funds
awarded to Calloway County
are to be distributed among the
emergency food and shelter programs run by local service
organizations in the area. The
local board is responsible for
recommending agencies to

receive these
funds and any'
additional
tunds available
tinder
this
phase of the
program.
Under
the
terms of the
grant from the
RIBIngton
national board.
local organizations chosen to receive funds
must: 1) be private voluntary
non-profits or units of government, 2) have an accounting
system, 3) practice nondiscrimination, 4) have demonstrated
the capability to deliver emergency food and/or shelter programs. and 5) if they are a private voluntary organization,
they must have a voluntary
board. Qualifying organizations
are urged to apply. Billington
said.
Calloway County has distributed Emergency Food and
Shelter funds previously with
Need Line participating. This
agency was responsible for providing meals, lodging and utilities for 191 households.
Public or pnvate voluntary
organizations interested in
applying for Emergency Food
and Shelter Pmgram funds must
contact Peggy Billington (753°317) at the Untied Way office,
607 Poplar Street in Murray, for
an application. The deadline for
applications is Feb. 4, 2010.
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•Obama unveils budget...
From Front

after this year. The budget also
proposes making $250 paygrowth.
ments to Social Security recipiObama's job proposals would
ents to bolster their finances in a
push government spending in
2010 to $3.72 trillion, up 5.7 year when they are not receiving
percent from last year. °llama's the normal cost-of-living boost
blueprint for the 2011 budget to their benefit checks because
year, which begins Oct. I. of low inflation. Obama will
would increase spending further also seek a $25 billion increase
to $3.83 trillion, 3 percent high- in payments to help recessioner than projected for this year.
battered states.
While Obama projects that
In a bow to worries over the
deficits from 2011 to 20'20 will soaring deficits, the
administraadd $8.5 trillion to the national tion proposed
a three-year
debt, the administration said
freeze on spending beginning in
that figure would have been
2011 for many domestic goy:
$1.2 trillion higher were it not
for deficit cuts the administra- ernment agencies. It would save
tion is proposing, including $250 billion over the next
elimination of the 2001 and decade by following the spend2003 Bush tax cuts for families ing freeze with caps that would
making more than $250,000 keep increases after 2013 from
annually,
something rising faster than inflation.
Republicans have vowed to
Military, veterans, homeland
oppose.
security and big benefit proMuch of the spending surge grams such as Social
Security
over the past two years reflects and Medicare
would not feel the
the cost of the $787 billion ecopinch. Federal support for elenomic stimulus measure that
mentary and high school educaCongress passed in February'
2009 to deal with the worst eco- tion would get a big increase as
nomic downturn since the Great would the Pell Grant college
Depression. The surge in the tuition program which would
deficits reflects not only the see an increase of $17 billion to
increased spending but also a just under $35 billion, helping
big drop in tax revenues, reflect- an additional 1 million students.
ing the 7.2 million people who
The administration said it was
have lost jobs since the reces- proposing the largest
funding
sion began and wreaker corpo- increase in the
history of the
rate tax receipts.
Elementary and Secondary
"Having steered the economy
Education Act, a $3 billion
back from the brink of a depresincrease to $28 billion plus an
sion, the administration is comadditiona
l $1 billion if Congress
mitted to moving the nation
from a recession to recovery by agrees to some major changes in
sparking job creation to get mil- the law.
The administration would also
lions of Americans back to
work," the administration said provide an additional $1.35 bilin a statement accompanying its lion for the president's Race to
buni
dg:ta.
the Top challenge. a federal
dministration's $100 bil- grant program in which 40
lion proposed jobs measure states are competin
g for $4 bil,
would be lower than a $174 bil- lion in
education money includlion bill passed by the House in
ed in last year's stimulus bill.
December but far higher than a
Obama hailed the results of this
measure that the Senate could
effort in his State of the Union
take up as early as this week.
speech.
Obama's new budget attempts
The New York Times reported
to navigate between the opposing goals of pulling the country Monday the administration was
out of a deep recession and get- seeking a sweeping overhaul of
ting control of runaway budget the No Child Left Behind law'
deficits.
that will call for broad changes
"It's a question of timing. We in how schools are judged to be
have got to jump-start job cre- succeeding or
failing.
ation now and then over time
In Obama's new budget, the
bring the deficits down," White
Department of Homeland
House budget director Peter
Security would get an addition,
Orszag said in a CBS "Early
al $734 million to support the
Show" interview. "None of this
deployme
nt of up to 1,(XX)
is easy but it is crucially imporadvanced imaging
airport
tant for the American people."
On the anti-recession front, screening machines and neW
Obama's new budget proposed baggage screening equipment to
extending the popular Malting detect
explosives.
Those
Work Pay middle-class tax increases represented a response
breaks of $400 per individual to the Christmas Day bombing
and $800 per couple through attempt on an airliner
landing ill
2011. They were due to expire Detroit.
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Obituaries
Hal Lane Crouch
Hal Lane C'rouch. 51, Murray, died Friday, Jan. 29.
2010, at his
residence after an extended illness. He was born Aug. 12,1958,
and
was preceded in death by
his father, Carlos Crouch. He was a graduate of Murray State University.
Survivors include his mother, Wilda Crouch, one brother, Keith
Crouch, and one aunt, Geneva Collins, all of Murray; special
friend,
Tresia Henderson, Nashville, Tenn.; several cousins.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. Russell Durtn will officiate.
Burial
will follow in the Sale-. Cemetery. Visitation will be from
4 to 8
p m. Tuesday. at the funeral home.

Max Lowery
Max Lowery,60. Murray, died Saturday, Jan. 30, 2010, at Murray
7alloway County Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.

Thelma Woodward

Mrs. Wilma Jo Sims
The luiteral tor Mrs. Wilma Jo Suns will be today (Monday)at 2
p.m. in the chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Jotm Dale
will officiate. Pallbearers will be Austin Sims, Adam Sims, Cliff
Higginson, Rudy Lovett, Kelly Crouse, Batty
and Dan
McKee', active, and Jo Pat Ward, honorary. Burial will follow in the
Murray Memonal Gardens. Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray. Calloway
County Hospice House, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Sims, 82, Murray, died Friday, Jan. 29, 2010, at her home.
She was a retired bookkeeper for J.H. Shackelford and Murray
Water District #1. She was of Baptist faith.
Preceding her in death were her parents, Joe Wilburn arid Suella
Evans Futrell; two brothers, James and William Futrell, two sisters,
Virginia Brandon and Juanita Cahoon; one niece, Anita Carolyn
Crouse.
Survivors include her husband, Joe Sims; two sons, Richard Sims
and wife, Jewelyn, Washington, D.C., and Rusty Sims and wife,
Lesa, Murray; three grandchildren; four strpgriundchildren; one
great-grandchild; several nieces and nephew,
:

Thelma Woodward, 92, Murray, died Sunday, Jan. 31, 2010, at
11:25 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was born Aug
Mrs. Bertha Jean Cola
1 3. 1917. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Hoine is in charge
of
A graveside sery ice for Mrs Bertha Jean Cole was held today
arrangements. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuner(Monday) at 11 a.ni at Ramblecreek Big Sandy. Tenn., with the
alhome.corn.
Rev. Joe Page officiating.
Online Condolences may be. left at w wwimesmillencom.
Joseph (Joey) Lynn Neihoff
Mrs. Cole, 76. Hazel, Ky., died Fnday, Jan. 29, 2010. She was
Joseph (Joey ) Lynn Neihoff. 50, Paducah, died Friday, Jan. 29,
born in Big Sandy. Tenn.. and was of the Baptist faith,
2010, at 11:26 p.m., at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. He was
She was preceded by. her husband, Joe Cole; her parents. Jessie
of Catholic faith, a native of St. John community, and a millright and
Freeman French and Mary Lee Redden; and two sisters, Shirlene
masonry finisher. Preceding him in death were his parents, George
Owens arid Joyce Kay French.
Orville and Elenora Girten Neihoff, aod one brother, David Neihoff.
Survivors include one daughter, Barbara Strickland and husband,
Survivors include one daughter, ilaitie Neihoff, Hazel; two sons, Larry, Hazel;
one brother, Fred French, Paris, Tenn.; one sister,
Daniel Neihoff, Paducah, and Jordan Neihoff, Crofton; eight sisters, Doris Wru-d, Paris.
Tenn.. and two grandchildren, Bnuany and
Margin-et Ballard. Linda Hines, Elizabeth Neihoff-Nelson, Patricia Larson Stnckland of Hazel.
Cashon, Velma Thompson. Regina (Jeannie) Spraggs and Sharon
Caldwell, all of Paducah, and Sandra Gish. Vacaville, Calif.; two James R.
West
brothers. Robert Neihoff, Paducah, and Lawrence Neihoff, Hickory;
The funeral for James R. West was Sunday at 2 p.m. in Me chapel
several nieces and nephews.
of Brown Funeral Home, Nlayfield, with B.J. Gensic
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at St. John Catholic
officiating. Pallbearers were Darren West, Barry
Church with Rev. Tom Buckman officiating. Bunal will follow in
West, Derek West. Gunner West. Brent West and
the St. John Cemetery. Visitation wili be from 5 to 8 p.m. today
Shawn Simmons. Bunal was in the Antioch
(Monday') at the Lone Oak Chapel of Milner & Orr Funeral Home.
Cemetery.
Prayers will be said at 6:30 p.m. tonight (Monday).
Mr. West, 91, Mayfield. died Thursday., Jan. 28,
2010 at Park View Nursing Home in Paducah.
James L Cain II
A World War II veteran of the U.S. Army, he was a farmer, a minA graveside service for James E. Cain II, will be today (Monday) ister, and a member of Farmington Church of Christ, He was precedat 1:30 pan at Murray Metnorial Gardens. Rev. ed in death by his parents. James Edward and Molly West; three
Kerry Lambert will ofticiate. Visitation will be at brothers, Conrtie, Dwight and Russell West; two sisters, Ovalene
Murray Memorial Gardens. Blalock-Coleman & Duke and Edna West.
He is survived by his wife, Ruby C. West. to whom he was marYork Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Online condolences n)ay be made at www.yorkfu- ned for 71 years; one son, Donald R. West and wife. Charlene
(Susie) West, Mayfield; one sister, Joetta Riley, Minneola, Kan.; two
neralhome.com.
Expressions of sy.mpathy may be made to brothers, Edward West, Russellville, Mo., and Anthony Brent(A.B.)
West, St. Louis, Mo.; three grandchildren; Darren and Barry West,
Murray-Calloway County. Hospice House Fund,
tooth of Mayfield, and Keri Simmons and her husband. Shawn,
803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071 or The
Murray; 6 great-grandchildren and one great-great-grandchild
American Cancer Society, 101 South 4th St., cio
Caln
Pat Latimer, Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Cain 11, 52, Murray, died Thursday, Jan. 28,
2010, at his residence after an illness of brain cancer for the past two
years.
WASHINGTON(AP)-- The centage point for 2010, econoHe was a member of North Pleasant Grove Cumberland economy's 5.7 percent growth mists estimate. Yet even
optiPresbyterian Church. a 1990 graduate of Murray State University last quarter — the fastest pace mists think the creation of 1 miland had retired from NASCAR Technical Instinite. Born April 7. since 2003 --- was a step toward lion net jobs is pnubably out of
1957 in Murray, he was the son of the late Edwin and Kathryne shrinking the nation's 10 percent reach this year.
Fanner Cain. Survivors include one sister, Edwina Schwier and hus- unemployment rate.
High unemployment poses a
There's just one problem. risk to the unfolding recovery
band. Henry, Wall Towaship, N.J.; three brothers, Greg Cain and
wife, Vickie. Memphis, Tenn., Larry Cain and wife. Julia, Murray'. Growth would have to equal 5 because it leads consumers to
and Joe Orr and wife, Winella. Southhaven, Miss.; nine nieces and percent for all of 2010 just to spend less, keeping econornic
lower the average jobless rate growth weak. A sharp pullback
nephews; special friend, Melissa Bailey.
for the year by 1 percentage in spending might even push the
point.
economy back into recession.
Mrs. Bonnie L Miler
Some economists don't think Joblessness also represents a
A graveside servize for Mrs. Bonnie L. Miller will be Tuesday at
danger for President Barack
11 a.m. at t.he Salem Cemetery. Bro. John Sheppard will officiate. that's possible.
Most analysts say economic Obarna's Democratic Party in
No visitation is scheduled. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home as in charge
activity will slow to 2.5 percent this fall's congressional elecof arrangements. Expressions of sympathy may be made to the
or 3 percent growth for the cur- tions.
Hospice House Building Fund, Murray Calloway County Hospital,
rent quarter as the benefits fade
The National Association for
803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071, or Calloway County Humane
from government stimulus Business Economics and the
Society, 607 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
efforts and from companies International Monetary Fund
Mrs. Miller. 90, Murray, died Friday, Jan. 29, 2010, at 6:30 a.m. drawing
down less of their think gross domestic pmduct
at the Murray Calloway County Hospital. She was a homemaker and stockpiles.
will rise just under 3 percent for
a member of Salem Baptist Church.
That's why the Federal all of this year. GDP, the best
Born Nov. 6, 1919, she was the daughter of the late Oscar and Reserve and outside economists
gauge of economic activity,
Nellie Cathey Williams. Also preceding her in death were her hus- think it will take unttl around the
measures the value of all goods
band, James R. Miller, one sister, Roxie Jenkins Jones, and one middle of the decade to lower and
services produced in the
brother, Twyman Jones.
the double-digit jobless rate to a United States.
Survivors include two daughters, Peggy Miller and Kathy more normal 5 or 6 percent.
To get a sense of just how
Wilson, both of Murray; one son, Tommy Miller, Almo; six gandAnother way. of looking at it: deep a dent the worst recession
children; seven great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren. A net total of about 3 million since the 1930s has made in the
jobs would have to be created economy, consider this: The
this year to lower the average economy shrank 2.4 percent for
unemployment rate by. 1 per- all of 2009 — the sharpest drop

Swift, Beyonce top
Grammy winners
LOS ANGELES(AP) — It's
been a year of "Fearless" and
fairytales for Taylor Swift.
The 20-year-old country
cutie — who has been on a winning streak for months with her
hit album, "Fearless" — won
four Grammy Awards Sunday,
including the night's top pnze,
album of the year.
"I did not see it coming
tonight," she told reporters after
the show. "This was a beautiful,
beautiful surprise."
Earlier in the evening. Swift
performed her song, -Today
Was a Fairytale," which apparently became more and more
true as the night went on. She
also sang with one of her heroes.
Stevie Nicks, on a inash-up that
mixed Nicks' hit "Rhiannon"
with Swift's award-winning
"You Belong With Me."
Swift swiped the night's
biggest prize, but Beyonce was
the biggest winner. The multihyphenate
entertainer
made
Grammy history as she collected
six awards, die most won by a
female artist one night.
The 28-year-old diva won
song of the year for her anthem
"Single Ladies (Put A Ring On
It), a trophy she shared with
three fellow wnters. "Single
Ladies" also won prizes for best
female R&B vocal and best
R&B song.
Her song "At Last" was
named best traditional R&B
vocal performance and "I Am ..
Sasha Fierne" won best R&B
contemporary album.
"This has been such an amazing night for me and I'd love to
thank the Grammys," Beyonce
said after winning best female
pop vocal for "Halo."
She also thanked her farina:,
and her husband. Jay-Z.

Swift said she was excited to
find a place for her four awards,
which included best country
song and best female country
vocal for "White Horse" and
best
country
album
for
"Fearless."
Another country act to take a
top award was the Zac Brown
Band, which won best new
artist.
Nashville rockers Kings of
Leon celebrated throughout the
night as the family band snapped
up three trophies, including
mord of the year.
"I'm not going to lie, we're
all a little drunk," said lead
singer Caleb Followill. "But
we're happy drunks."
Lady
Gaga
won
two
Grammys during the pre-telecast ceremony but didn't get to
strut her headline-making outfits
on stage during the pnme-time
show.
She still showed her musical
prowess, opening the program
with her Grammy-nominated hit
"Poker Face" before joining
Elton John on a duet that melded her song "Speechless" with
his classic "Your Song" in a performaoce that featured dueling
pianos and glitter-painted faces.
Performances dominated the
nearly three-and-a-half hour
telecast.
Usher, Celine Dion, Smokey
Robinson, Jennifer Hudson and
Carrie Underwood shared the
stage during a tribute to Michael
Jackson that also featured 3-D
footage created for the comeback concerts Jackson was plan
ning when he died.
Jackson's young children,
Prince and Paris, accepted a lifetime achievement award for
their late father.

Economic growth too weak to beat joblessness

GOP lawmakers fight
health insurance mandates
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo.
(AP) -- Although President
Barack Obama's push for a
health care overhaul has stalled,
conservative lawmakers in
about half the states are forging
ahead
with
constitutional
amendments to ban government
health insurance mandates.
The proposals would assert a
state-based nght tor people to
pay medical bills from their own
pocketbooks and prohibit penalties against those who refuse to
carry health insurance.
In many states, the proposals
began as a backlash to
Democratic health care plans
pending in Congress.
But instead of backing away
after a Massachusetts election
gave Senate Republicans the filibuster power to halt the health
care legislation, many state lawmakers are ramping up aim
efforts with a new enthusiasm.
The moves reflect the continued political potency of the issue
for conservatives, who have
used it extensively for fundraising and attracting new supporters.
The legal impact of any state
measures may be questionable
because courts generally have
held that federal laws trump
those in states.
Separate bills passed by the
U.S. House and Senate would
impose a penalty on people who

don't have health insurance
except in cases of financial hardship. Subsidies would be provided to low-income and middleincome households. The intent
of the mandate is to expand the
pool of people who are insured
and paying premiums and thus
offset the increased costs of
insuring those with preexisting
conditions or other risks.
The federal bills also would
require many businesses to pay a
penalty if they fail to provide
employees health insurance that
meets certain standards. though
details and exemptions vary
between the House and Senate
versions.

Economy recovering,
bailouts defended
WASHINGTON (AP) -Former Treasury Secretary
Henry Paulson says the country
would have suffered Great
Depression-era joblessness. near
25 percent, it the government
hadn't an-anged the financial
system bailout.
Paulson made a stellar
defense of that bailout, known
as the Troubled Assets Relief
Program, in an interview
Monday on ABC's "Good
Morning America." He said that

he and other top policymakers
had no choice but to intervene
when they did.
Paulson said the economy is
recovering but that "it's got a
good ways to go.'And he said
"we have not fixed the problems
we need to fix."
Paulson also defended the
bailout of the giant insurance
company
American
International Group, saying it
would have been a "disaster" if
it had been allowed to fail.

since 1946. It was also the first Okun produced a formula for the
annual decline since 1991.
connection he saw between
Mark Zandi. chief economist unemployment ar,d economic
at Econotriy.com, and Bill activity.
Cheney. chief economist at John
Exactly how much GDP
Hancock, agree that the econo- growth is needed to lower the
my would have to grow roughly unemployment rate for a given
5 percent for all of 2010 just to period varies. That's because the
ratchet down the average unem- formula involves several factors
ployment rate for the year by 1
besides GDP growth. It also
percentage point — to a still- considers, for example, busihigh 9 percent.
nesses' productivity growth.
Their math is based on
When the economy was
Okun's lava named for econo- recovering from the 2001 recesmist Arthur Okun. In 1962, sion, it took two years to reduce
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2009 Impalas as low as $ 199* per month!
Still under factory warranty up to 100,000 miles.
12 cars to choose fronT red. white, silver. tan & gray
Check them out at
www.dwaintaylorchevrolet.com &
www.toyotaofmurray.com

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET • BUICK • PONTIAC * GMC * CADILLAC
Showfo.cm Hours 8 a m 6 p.m., non - Fri. • 8 a.m. - 5 p.M.,
Hwy. 641 S.• Murray •(270) 753-2617
StSc 4.05557. 64956. 1W:150 Sale Price $12.900 '$1.000 down CaSh
Lir trade

•

Tax. title, license not included 6 49",,
2 months with approved credit
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Big money is
back in politics
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Call me naive, but when I candidate•s
think of the First Amendment voice
is
to the U.S. Constitution. what most likely
comes to mind is the Norman to be heard?
Rot:kwell painting from 1943. My bet is on
You know the one. The offi- the candicial title is "Freedom of date - right
Speech."
or w rung The homespun scene fea- who garners
tures a man dressed in work the most corclothes standing up to speak porate supMain Street
at a New England town meet- Port.
By Constance
ing.
Imagine
Alexander
A flyer pokes out of his an
office Ledger & Times
jacket pocket, arid we presume seeker trying
Columnist
it is the same piece of paper to take on
an audience member in the the
status
foreground holds in his hand. yuo - health insurance, the
"Annual Report" is the head- ens ironment. war. immigration.
ing.
the economy,education, to name
Others in the group are seat- a few - while at the same
ed, mostly men in jackets and time offenng solutions that are
ties. The only woman wears a unpopular with an entity that
hat, the way our mothers and has big bucks to back up its
grandmothers used to do for own position. Running on a platofficial gatherings. (No doubt form that displeases corporate
there is a pair of white gloves or union entities would likely
tucked into her purse too.)
become hazardous to a camIn the illustration, which was paign's health.
one of the most memorable
Even in local elections, one
covers ever to grace the pop- wonders how a candidate might
ular magazine of the day, "Sat- fare if hc or she dared to critIt's not that I have done
urday Evening Post," there is icize policies of a major employ- nothing else during
my visit
no way of knowing what the er, like a big-box retailer: a man- to England. but I have spent
working man is saying, or ufacturer; an insurance com- a great deal of time in the
rich libraries of Oxford: the
whether his fellow citizens pany.
agree. Nevertheless, the others
Some well-placed ads in die Regent's Park College Library.
gaze respectfully at him as he media could sink the campaign the Angus Library also at
Regent's Park. and perhaps the
expresses his opinion.
and usher in candidates who greatest
of all libraries, the
With that rosy image of say "yes" to influence pedBodleian.
democracy in action, I admit dlers,
There's no place like a
to doing a mental double take
My fears may be unfound- library. My father introduced
last week when the Supreme ed. but the next election cycle me to libranes when I was but
Court ruled that the govern- will be an indication of the a child. (I will devote a future
ment may not ban political impact of this landmark column to that unforgettable
expenencei My family haunts
spending by companies and Supreme Court decision.
the public library on Main
unions.
In the meantime. with the
In the past. government reg- State of the Union address tins Street. where Wesley worked for
a time. Wesley- has now been
ulation restricted corporate and week, the time is right to heed
able to use the Sterling Library'
union spending related to polit- our First Amendment.
and the Bass Library at N'ale.
ical campaigns.
The image in the Norman I love to walk over from my
With the current court deci- Rockwell painting is the one Faculty Hall office to Watersion. however. it sounds like that I hope endures in peo- field Library to--yes. I know
the corporation or union with ple's minds. where divergent this is weird—smell the txx)ks.
the most money to underwrite opinions are expressed with- I read them too. but the smell
ads for their favorite candidate out verbal attacks like the out- of musty books is indeed intoxwill have significant leverage burst from South Carolina Rep- icating.
I browse the shelves, someon who wins the election.
resentative Joe Wilson during times plopping down
in the floor
According to the decision. President Obama's address to before
an especially' enticing
corporate contributions are a a joint session of Congress row. When enter
Waterfield.
form of free speech, and a cor- months ago.
students are lined up at the
poration is the equivalent of a
"You lie!" he shouted in the computers just to the right of
person. with the same first middle of the president's the entry doors, but 1 bypass
:amendment rights.
address. an act that he might the computers and head straight
downstairs to the stacks.
So an organization with mil- defend as free speech.
Even better is to saunter
lions of dollars available to
In my mind, it is just cheap over
to the magnificent Readgive voice to their favorite can- talk by a big bully.
ing Room at Pogue Library.
didate has the same right as a
Read Main &met online at the most beautiful space on
citizen who may only be able www.murrayledgercom. Conto afford $10 to donate to a tact the columnist directly at
candidate of choice.
constancealexander@newwave
. Don't you wonder which commnet.
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MCCS,
our campus. There I read or
meditate or pray.
What a
room!
During this trip to Oxford
I made a pilgrtmage to one of
the great libraries of the world.
1 walked down Broad Street
past the site of a cross embedded in the road's pavement,
!narking the spot where the
Archbishop of Canterbury Cranmer was burned at the stake
during the reign of Queen Mary
in 1556.
1 walked on past the Sheldonian Theatre with its row of
huge stone busts of Roman
emperors written about by
Thomas Hardy in that most
depressing of Oxford novels,
"Jude the Obscure.** I then
walked across a gravel courtyard through a gate by which
a sign was posted, "Silence
Please."
I entered yct another courtyard. and walked past the
impressive statue of the Earl
of Pembroke. Finally, 1 tnade
it into the Bodleian Library
itself, or at least one portion
of it.
Just through the doors, there
before me was the Divinity'
School chamber with its rows
of barreled vaulting. 1 turned
to the left. flashed my precious Bodleain reader's cards,
which they still had on file
from my 2004 trip to Oxford,
and made my way into the

magnificent
Duke
Humphreys'
Reading
Room. Oh, I
wasn't there
just to gaze
upon
the
shrine. I was
determined
to make use
of this great Hotne and
repository of
Away
books.
By James
books that I
Duane Bolin
could find Ledger & Times
nowhere
Columnist
else. Named
after Sir Thomas Bo(iley. a sixteenth century benefactor. the
Bodleian is a copyright library
publishers must send to it a
free copy of every book published in the United Kingdom.
its several different buildings include over five million
books. sixty thousand manuscripts. and fifteen thousand five
hundred charters. As travel
writer Jan Morris stated, the
Bodleian "is partly built up.
like a huge mosaic, out of
dozens of separate collections
including the original Duke
Humphreys' Library, named
after Henry V's brother, the
Duke of Gloucester. the quintessential library room with its
hundreds of University crests
and floor to ceiling books, the
room's onginal bookstacks. with

ancient leather bound books."
The libraries of the Harry
Potter movies are patterned after
thc Duke Humphreys' Reading
Room. C. S. Lewis used to
read in this room. and he once
wrote to his father, telling hint
that "I spend all my mornings
in the Bodleian. . . If only
one could smoke and if only
there were upholstered chairs,
this would be one of the most
delightful places in the world."
Well. I don't smoke, but I
found it to he "one of the
most delightful places in the
world,"nonetheless.
The
Bodleian's Duke Humphreys'
room contained ancient tomes.
I.
ordered. held, and
perused a more recent, modern solume. a book in its first
edition, published in 1612.
The small volume. "A Shon
Declaration of the Mystery ot
Iniquity," was written by
Tbomas
Helwys.
Helwys
inscribed the book, in his hand.
to King James I. Despite the
flattering inscription, the King
threw Helwy.'s into Newgate
Prison, where he died several
years later. Words are powerful things.
Books are dangerous things.
They may get one thrown into
pnson. and they may change
a reader's life.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of Historv
Murray State University..

Thoughts on talking to a cnila,

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do
Basketball Season is in full
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the swing. On the front page of Chumbler. father of my good
friend, Bill Chumbler, now
Murray Ledger & Times.
the February 19, 2005, Cincin- Trigg County High School bas111 RH 11
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nati Post newspaper was a huge
colored picture of a handsome
gentleman whose much younger
looks belied his 68 years, sitting in a mint condition 1966
Cadillac. In 1966, he played
for the old Cincinnati Royals.
and on his one and only trip
to au: All-Star gain, lie was
voted the most valuable player and awarded what was then
this brand new automobile.
I'm proud to tell you that
the man sitting behind the
wheel of this blue convertible
is a good old west Kentucky
boy from Farmington. His name
is Adnan Smith known by most
of his friends anti basketball
junkies as -Odle".
The rise of Odie Smith to
basketball stardom and a successful business career in banking, which he now enjoys in
Cincinnati, is a moving tribute not only to Odle himself,
but also to the people of that
small community and west Kentucky.
When Odle started to high
school in that little community in the early 50's, he was a
skinny farm boy with little
show of the promise that was
to come.
The principal and coach of
that high school was W.W.
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Mur

ketball coach. Mr. Chumbler
saw something in Odie that
others did not see. He wanted him to play on that little
school's high school basketball
team.
Being a farm boy and living way out in the country,
Odie reponed he would be
unable to do that because he
would not have a way home
from practice as well as to
and from the games. It seems
that perhaps also his father was
not too enamored with the idea.
Nevertheless, Coach Chumbler persisted. He agreed to
provide transportation for the
spindly freshman. In fact, W.W.
Chumbler took Odle Smith
under his wing and made sure
the boy was afforded the opportunity to go as far as basketball would take him. Basketball took him a long way.
He became an all-star basketball player at Farmington
High School and eventually
played for Adolph Rupp's "Fiddling Five" National Championship Team of 1958. He also
played on the United States
Olympic teach which won Gold
Medals. Finally. he was signed
and played several years in the
National Basketball Association with the old Cincinnati

Royals.
and eventually the
San Francisco
76er's.
In 1966.
he
was
selected by
Hall
of
Fame
Boston
Celtic Benchmarks
Coach Red
By Supreme
Auerbach Coutl Justice Bill
to till out
Cunningham
the
AllStar roster
of the Eastern Conference Team.
Honored to have been named
and not expecting to play that
much. Odic not only got into
the game, but he did exceptionally well. He scored 25
points to help lead the East to
a lopsided victory over the
West and was named the AllStar game's Most Valuable Player.
Today, Odie is a successful
banker and serving in a high
position as vice-president in
Fifth Third Bank in Cincinnati.
But here's the best part about
Odie Smith. He has not forgotten his roots not those people who believed in him when
he wasn't sure whether he even
believed in himself. He has

remained close to the late W.W.
Chumbler's family, visiting
them regularly. Until his retirement. he would regularly come
and speak in Hopkinsville to
the class of Marsha Broadbent.
the daughter of W.W. Chumbler.
When you talk to Oche
Smith. you feel like you've
just bumped into an old friend
at the country store in Farmington. Unpretentious and
appreciative. he not only loves
to talk about his west Kentucky mots, but to give W.W.
Chumbler a lion's share of the
credit for his success.
W.W. Chumbler has no way
of knowing when he first laid
eyes on Odie Smith what he
would become. He simply saw
a young man who showed
decency and character and wanted to play basketball. He gave
him what every American
youngster deserves--an opportunity.
There is an old adage that
you never know to whom you're
speaking when you talk to a
child.
This prospect should be especially exciting to teachers. 'The
nine year old boy or girl sitting on the back row staring
idly out of the window may
be a future Billy Graham. Sandra Day O'Connor, or yes.
even an Odie Smith.
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Evening of Chocol:Ite & Delights
planned Feb. 11 at club house

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

4111100111

e-mail: jo.burkeen.ntt1rrayledger.com

Sweetheart
Valentine'
Getaway
scheduled

The eighth annual Es ening of Chocolate
& Delights will he Thursday, Eel). 11, from
.5:30 to 7 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Cluh
house at 704 N ine St., NIurray.
Sponsor of the event is the Kappa
Department of the NIN1C. Tickets are $5 in
advance and may be purchased at the
Murray -Caiiow ay County 1. hamber of
Commerce or from members of the department. rickets will be $7 at the door. Proceeds
w ill benefit the CASA (court appointed special advocate) program of Callovi ay County.

Rebate day at Gatti's Pizza

A rebate day for Scott's Grove Baptist
Church CentriKid Camp Fund will be
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. at Gatti's Pizza. Ten percent
of
the sales from all receipts collected for the day will go to
the fund.
Persons are asked to place your receipt in the basket at the
cash register.

Free tax preparation planned

Trained AARP volunteers will tse av ailable at the Murray
Calloway Senior Citizens Center. 607 Poplar St.. Murray. to
assist
in filing personal income tax forms. including 1(}40 1040A
and
1040EZ. This service will be free of charge and will he available
each Wednesday, beginning Feb. 3 through April 7. Persons must
make appointments by calling the center at 753-0929.

Temple Hill Lodge to meet
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464, east of Almo.
Plans will he made for the chili supper to be Feb.6 at 6 p.m. Ronnie
Burkeen. master, urges all Master Ntasons to attend.

Dorothy Group plans event
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Dorothy Group of First Baptist Church WMS will meet Tuesday
at 2 p.m. at Fern Terrace Lodge to have a Valentine party for the residents.

Weight Loss class planned
Ktrksey United Methodist Church will conduct a 13-week
Weight Loss Bible Study titled "First Place 4 Health.' at 6 p.m.
Tuesday in the fellowship hall of the church. For more information
call Katana Darnell at 489-2136.

Bingo planned Thesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex of the
Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Pat at
489-2909.

TOPS meeting Tuesday
Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9 to 10
a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For information call Sheila at 227-1723.

Concerned Taxpayers will meet
The Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway tThe Tea Party
Movement)
have its first pmgram meeting of the new year on
Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. Greg
DeLancey will speak on "The Federal Communication Commission
and The Unfairness Doctnne." Dan Walker, pmgram chairman. said
"Ali interested persons are invited and are asked to notice the starting time at 6 p.m..'

Frequent fliers can help
make wishes come true
COLUMBUS. Ohio — "I
wish to sleep on a hammock
between two palm trees on the
beach in Hawaii." "1 wish to go
to Antarctica." "I wish to go see
gymnastics at the (Mytnpics."
The
Make-A-Wish
Foundation® of Greater Ohio,
Kentucky' and Indiana is asking
frequent travelers to contribute
frequent flier miles and help
make wishes like these come
true for children with life-threatening medical conditions.
When Make-A-Vv'ish® volunteers ask a child for his or her
favorite wish: very often the
response begins with. "I want to
go..." More than 75 percent of
all wishes granted by the MakeA-Wish Foundation in 2009
involved travel.
Fortunately', many major airlines have created programs that
allow members of their frequent

traveler loyalty programs to
donate their unused miles to
charity. Current airlines include,
Continental Airlines. Delta Air
Lines. Northwest Airlines.
United Airlines and
US
Airways.
Such contributions have
enabled the Make-A-Wish
Foundation to send thousands of
children with life-threatening
medical conditions and their
families on the trip of a lifetime.
and have saved the Foundation
millions of dollars each year.
However. with the number of
wishes constantly rising - more
than 730 in Ohio, Kentucky and
Indiana last year alone - the
need for frequent flier miles is
greater than ever. In fact, the
Make-A-Wish Foundation estimates that it would need more
than 3 million frequent flier
miles to fulfill every wish

child's travel request this year.
"A contribution of frequent
flier miles to the Make-ADifference Foundation is one of
the most direct ways to help
tnake a difference in the life of a
child with a life-threatening
medical condition," said Susan
McConnell. president and CEO
of
the
Make-A-Wish
Foundation of Greater Ohio,
Kentucky and Indiana. "The
mileage the Foundation receives
will help provide experiences
that wish children and their families will cherish for a lifetime."
Most major airlines have
mileage donation programs. For
a complete listing of participatThe Ladies ol the Oaks
ing airlines and detailed contri- Country
Club will play Bndge
butions procedures, please visit on Wednesda
y at 9:30 a.m. at
the Make-A-Wish Foundation's the club house.
Web site at www.makeawMembers are asked to call
isholaio.org and click the Giving
Melonie Lowe, hostess. phone
tab or call (877) 206-WISH.
978-0276, to sign up for play
Bridge was played on Jan.
27 with Bronvia Parker as hostess
Winners
were
Shirley
Jenvtrom, first. and Jo Anne
Auer, second

Ladles of the
Oaks

Fire Protection District to meet

To find out
what's ,(
happenin
um,
in your
community
read the

Calloway County Fire Protection District Board will meet
tonight (Monday) at 6 p.m. at the Station No. I fire station at 103
East Sycamore St.. Murray. according to Terry Little. board secretary.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight (Monday) at 6:30 p.m. at University
Church of C'hrist. located at the comer of US 641 North and Ky. 121
Bypass, Murray. Those attending are asked to enter through the rear
door located on the west side of thc church. The only requirement is
that there be pmblem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or
fnend.

HickorN NVoods

Dexter-Altno Heights Vvater District will meet tonight(Monday)
at 7 p.m. at the distnct office at 351 Almo Rd.. Almo. For more
information call 753-0101 or 753-1591.

Project Graduation meeting planned
Calloway County High School Project Graduation 2010 will
meet today (Monday) at 5730 p.m. in the school library.

Photo provided
STUDENTS OF MONTH: Calloway County Middle School has selected
the seventh grade
''Students of the Month" for January. They are from left, Ember Jones. Chance
Overbey,
Chris Gomez and John Venice. The teachers selected these students tor their
outstanding
character and for their dedication to the success of the schcpol.

MWC board will meet

)4.

The Executive Board of Me Murray Woman's Club will meet
tonight (Monday)at 6:30 p.m. at the club house.

Support group will meet
The Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight
(Monday) at 7 p.m. For more information contact Stephanie
Cunningham at 753-6646.

4-H banquet rescheduled
The Calloway County 4-H Banquet has been rescheduled
because of the weather to Saturday' at Westside Baptist Church, 207
Robertson Rd. South. Murray. The Talk Meet will begin at 4 p.m.
and the banquet at 6 p.m. Reservations are due for both by' Saturday,
Feb. 6, at noon with the Calloway County Extension office at 7531452 or Ginny Harper at 293-1558.
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CHAMPIONS: Calloway County High School JV Cheerleaders were named
the 2010 KAPOS
State-at-Large Regional Champions Traditional Division held at Graves
Co. High School on
Jan. 24. The squad will advance to the state competition on Feb 20
at Western Kentucky
University, Bowling Green. This is Calloway's first JV squad to participat
e in a cheerleading
competition. Pictured, front row, Kamber Sanders. Audrey Roberts,
Arista Manning. Haley
Rogers, Head Coach Amy Edwards: back row, Coach Mike Young, Jordyn
Bridges, Alex
Mehr. Ashley Harpoie (captain), Diedre McHenry, Sharma Bndges. Coach
Shawna Munger.

G1LBERTSVILE. Ky. --Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park will host a
Sweetheart
Valentine's
Getaway on Feb. 12 and 13.
For a complete package of
$189.95 + tax per couple, you
will get a two night stay Friday'
and Saturday night; an elegant
plated meal for two on Saturday
in the Harbor Lights Dining
Room at the lodge: dance the
night away at the convention
center to dance lighting and
musx played by Sound
Services - DJ Entertainment'
with snacks and beverages pro.;
vided. and then finish up your
package with breakfast Sunday
moming.
Pnmarily slow songs will be.
played and will begin at 8:30
p.m. and la.st until 11730 p.m.
The events can also be purchased separately by dance
only. or dinner and dance only.
Call 270-3624271 or 1-800325-6146. ext. *430 for more
information or for pre-dinner
registration. Dance tickets will
be sold at the door and are $10
each. Dinner and dance tickets
are pre-sold and are $70 per
couple. Dinner entrees must be
pre-ordered one week prior to
assure availability.
The four entree choices forthis romantic meal are gfilled
fillet mignon. pan seared mughly (fish), sauteed Cumberland,
duck breast and chicken
Italian°. Among other choices
for appetizers and desserts will
be available upon arrival.
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Don't Forget To Register At
Participating Businesses For The

Valentine's Scavenger Hun
Big Apple Cafe
CBC - Martial Arts
Massey BP
Pagliai's
Brinn's Quality Service & Lube
Wee Care
411111*Wilson's Florist
Sirloin Stockade
The Cherry Tree Florist & Gifts

Gatti's Pizza
The Place
Penique's
Rolling Hills Nursery
Serendipity on the Square
DK Kelley
Oakwood Studio
Canine Couture
A Festive Touch
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HAPPENINGS
by Anruta Peeler
Lots ot babies must luxe heen horn in
January Neal Starks. Eugene Waggoner
and Bumn Richerson had hirthdays aus
week We also had our first facility wide
hirthday party hononng all reuclents
with hirthdays In January Jenne made
us some dehcious cupcakes and we
entoyed xisittng *ith our friends We
dulti t play Pm ttle Tail on the Donley.
maybe next month we'll do that when
we're hononng our February birthdays
We all har.1 to "spruce up" this week
while Oak*ood Studio *as here to do
lacihty wide photos We'Ye had lots of
pictures taken of us over the years and
especially in our calendars hut never a
professional "sit down" photo Ken
.Andrus always does an excellent job
making us all look at least 10 lhs lighter
am! 20 years younger' wonder how
he does that
Ryllei Wilson from Locust Grose
Baptist Church came out this week and
sonducted a Bible Study He also
hroughi aksng his guitar and sang us
some hymns We appreitale him COMmg out and spending time with us and
look tonvard to hating him hack again
live reminisced this utel• ahout last
year's ice storm Lind prepared tor this
year's snow storm' Actually last year
vie made it rust tine since our asmpany
sent us a huge gellelalti to use We still
luxe the Mg rats in the yard to proxe it'
Anyway. we were warm. we ate good.
and lust entoyed hang with each other
ifike sse used to do in die good oie
days) It is amaiing what you can do
IttIOUI It WO hase to
....Sothmg else looks orfeels take know
bat we come close
1.44 lttertslck kJ • Muer. As
Phone (2-Of ...ig-S-110 • 1-0,4211-;014
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GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$7580 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
KINDERMUSIK
Register
now
for
WinterdSpnng classes
Classes available for
ages Newborn- 5
years old. Register by
calling (270)753-3763
or (270)978-1960
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracins do occur.
Readers using this
informahon do so at
their
own
risk
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputabie, The
Murray
Ledger
&
lime.s. nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

Found, Young. male
black dog. no collar
Found approx Jan
15th 2 miles south of
Lynn Grove. 435-4294

L

060
Hap Worded
Ward.d

Temporary !Horticultural
Agncultural Labor
2-26-10 to 11-15-10 KY30394043 3 openings
Stockclate Tree Farrr, Hazer KY
4-1• 10 to 12-22-10 KY30394172 10 openings
Southwest Farrns, Murray. KY
3-15-10 to 12-1-10 TN3265 1 232 10 openings
Ellis Farms. Gates, TN
3-1-10 to 11-20-10 TN32651231 6 o.penings
R Carrnack, Gates, TN
3-15-10 to 1-15-11 TN8396657 6 openings
Farm Laborer/Nursery Laborer Wage
S7.25/Se 00 (TN$8.29)HR. 3/4 contract tiOtifS
guaranteed, all tools ancl equip at no charge
Housing provided for those beyond commuting
at no cost. Transportation and subsistence pay,
atter 50% ot contract completed Transport
daily to worksite. Apply for this job al the nearest office of state workforce agenc.y in the state.
Using job order numbers above with a copy of
this advertisement Subject to random drug test
at employers cost.
Fuli Time Manager Wanted:
Angels Attic thrift store is seeking candidates
tor the position of a tun time manager
- Sat.), starting April 15
*Bachelors degree preferred; non-prota
experience a plus
*Salary and benefits negotiable, dependent
upon QUalthcations.
Job description may be pickee up at the store,
972 Chestnut St.,Murray. Ky., Tues through
Sat. from 11 a m. to 5 o m., or by requesting a
job descnption
angeisatticemurray-ky net
Interested persons should submrt
11 a cover letter descnbing qualifications
21 a resume of educator. and expenence,
and 3) the names and telephone numbers of
three references Materials should
be subirrtted to Angels Attic at the above
address or by email

LOST:
Female,
Minature
Schnauzer in
Lynn Grove
area.
435-4608
293-1363

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. C,oin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray.

The PlaCe to. Start
Murray. Ledge•T rues
(27017.53.- 1916
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the Murray Ledger
& limes Flease call
us if vou base Arts'
quesuons regarding
the MUITay area
jet, listings Thank you

Britthaven of Benton is
currently
accepting
applications for a fullrime afternoon LPN
position
We also
offer an excellent benefit package Must be
licensed in tile State of
Kentucky
Apply in
person at Brathaver of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
E0E/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

HOME based business. unlimited
income, join my Avon
tearn, call Kim.
(270)873-9917
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EXPERIENCED
AR
clerk. full-time, seasonal
Mar-Oct.
Mail
resume to: PO Box
328, Murray,

-

Form Ersulornens
hoot Equatonent
*sons Equipment
qnsorood
Mums&
Morales Home Lots or Sok
Waite Karnes For SY.
Mottle nooses For nem
&Sebes Home Lots For Re',
&awn. Rent**
Apertrnonts For Flom
Floor. For Rent
nous. For Sore
Slow. F*11.1*
COO.
..WC* Property
Pats & Supplors
L Neel.* 6 &saws
Public Sat*
*err!
LaLLL

lasnisel

MMus
For Ma

SCHWARZ SUPPLY
VACUUM
cleaners
SOURCE
oags, belts
Jerry
250 Mem Henley Dr.
Sporting
Goods
Murray, KY 42071
ACCEPTING AFPLI. Mayfield
270-247-4704
CATIONS
Applicants must be
Trends N
very detail oriented.
Treasures
excellent reading skills,
1 306 S. 12tn St
Shipping
and
Flea Market
Receiving experience
(preferred not mandaVendors Wantea
tory). able to be work
(270)761-8255
on feet for at least 8-to
12 hoers a day
Be
WHITE baby bed with
able to push, pull. & lift
pink/green
bedding.
ep-to 50-lbs.
(270) 873-7601 call
Will be working some
after 3pre
Saturdays
Must be available to
Appliances
work
overtime
as
needed.
PLEASE APPLY IN
LARGE
PERSON ON LOCASELECTION
TION
PP
N
WARD ELKINS

(210)753-1713
FOR rent 34'x24' beauty salon with 3 stations.
C/H/A, city
water.
Located at 5423 Hwy
641. Hazel. For rnore
information call
270-293-7746 or
270-293-7747.
Need cash-, Like candles% Make money
selling candles' Call
Tern 0 270-331-8585
for info.

MOTORCYCLE hel
mats. jackets. boots
Jerry Sporting Goods
Mayfield
270-247-4704

ANT1OUES. Call Lamy
753-3633

340
[. Maas Hams For hat

94 14x70, 2-bedroorn,
2-bath, central heat &
air. electnc. refrigerator. stove, washer,
dryer. storage building.
2 porches.
(2701564-0198

*Mg Fcx

MOBILE HOME
lot
in New Concoro
2ER, 2BA $325,mo +
$325/deposit
436-6057
ISM

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 75'3-41 D9
1BR, price reduced
venous locations
Coiernan RE
753 9898
2BR apt partially furnished some utilities
paid, no pets,
$300/mo 767-9037
2BR duplex, C/H/A,
various locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex, yr/appliances & carport no
pets Call 227-7414
2BR near MSU, appliances
furnished.
C/HIA Coleman RE
753-9898

Rent

3BFL"2BA brick in city
quiet residential neighborhood central-heat
& air kitchen stove.,
fndgc, dishwasher
W.D-hookup,
big
fenced back
yard.
$435,.).
TEL.-270-767-1176
Nice country home, 3
miles North of murray.
3BR, IBA, detached
garage. new CHA,
W/D hook-up, hardwood floors, new
remodel, no Pets. nonsmoking, lease $550
mo secunty deposit
Eve. 759-1204

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

You are responaible for the deductible that
Medicsfe dive not pay $1 024 on Part A $135 on
Part B Call me for more information

"-D-7;1-211 I

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

ME HELP Di CLAIN FILL% FOR titY CLIENTS
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

terry luuusitiarrn ;saga. Owners

TURNING 65 SOON?
Medicare Supplement

(

SI

(IVAN) c,

Or

Medicare Advantage Plan

Re S1111 ti I 1

(()NMI

t tl

Call me for information to help
you understand these plans.

75.1 -4224

'My business is helping people"

P1 1..XS1 1.1 AN 1 MISS Mil

Ron Sallin- Local Agent.

N11 k Mt

Phone (270)759-1565
Mobile (270)210-2533
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Call Jill Stephens or-Ashlev Morris
at 753-1916
- --and place your ad today!

L"itoot-• I

bled Caro

WOODED lot in
Campbell Estates.
1414 Oakhill
145x175, quiet cul-desac. Call 978-0876 or
759-5469

HOLLANDMOTOR SALES
We Finance
holiandmotorsales corn
270-753:4461

*.

.4.2LASLA.VVN SERVK
Mowing. Manicuring.
landscaping Si
leaf Vacuuming

-Sahstacton imatanieed

753-1816 227-0611

812 Whitnell Ave.

753-'3853
390
Livestock Supphas

NEW 2,100sq tt. 2BR
2BA, 2 car garage
county gashwater nee,
Murray. hilltop acre.
$139,000
270-519-8570
New 14

LARGE 3BFi apt,
newt)
, remodeled, on
campus Ca-f/A, W&D,
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished no
pets 759-4696
293-4600

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270. 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a m 4 p.m. M-F

NICE 2BR.
CHA,
all appliances & WD tn
Hazel $400 dep. No
pets, ref & lease
753-1059

KEY.MINI
WAREHOUSES
isso st. RI 121S
Murray. K Y 42071
"27(1-753-5562
.

)11,

\

11111 ",1411ill,1..1

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Gamer of
Cite-Mak.
10X10 S2.5 10115 540
12701436-2524
12701 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

2BR brick, appliances
furnished. No pets.
753-0728, 994-3308
2BRil BA in city, completely redecorated,
new heating & AC
krtchen stove,
indge. W/D-hookup,
no pets $450. You
pay utiltties Can
adcfWasher/Dryer
unrts-extra TEL.-270767-1176.

Ion

Avoid inflationary cost.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

n te
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray. KY 4207l
Oise and Two
Bedicsorn Ap.utmenis
2'70-753455e
TDD 1-800-545-1333
Ext. 213

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view. W/D,
refrigerator,
stove.
Very
quiet. All utilities paid
including
electric.
$600/mo plus deposit,
270-492-8211

Lou V. MeGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100", of
the Deductibles,

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

3BR, 2BA, no pets
$700/mo
+
$700
depose. 293-5423
3BR, 2BA, very nice.
1800
Valley
Dr
$700/mo. 753-5344.
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

INSURANCE

3BR. 2BA bnck. 223 S.
12th St.
appliances furnished, storage
bldg.,
room
upstairs. 753-34)37.

2BR, 2BA. no pets
5500/rent + depos:t
293 5423.

NOW LEASING
I. 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
VVednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunay
TDD #1-80(1-648-6056

ESS SERVICE DIRER
;

3BR 1Bath. 1 car
garage, washer &
dryer. gas heat, located on Coldwater Rd
near untversrty
$69.1mo 753-2225

2BR, 2BA. garbage,
wale. & cable included.
$60G month. 1 year
lease, 104 Park St
753-9479
ask
for
Debbie Mac or 7591509 ask for Steve
atter 5:00pm

293-2487.Firewood.
FIREWOOD
270)210-6267 or
270)226-3845 Pick up
or dehery

MEM comPuTERs
Service/Sales
Repairs IJpgrades
759 3556

I

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
GET THIS
1 X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753-1916

Bedroom homes Im
RIvertkid Diater..
SBG
prog
Rs
=ty
293-7172
RENOVATED

Hybrid Bermuda
square bales $4.25. 50
or more bale $4.00
Round bale large-$30,
small-$20
270-293-3805
LOCALLY grown pre
mium hay. Available at
all
times.
Alfalfa,
mixes. grass mixes.
Square and round
bales. Some 'wrapped
High protein, TON
Students & truckers
welcome.
27C-753&gas before 9 00pm

413R.

IBA home near hospital. Beautiful hardwoodaile floors, sunroom, basement, appliances, new C/1-1/(k,
2,200 sq.ft. $8,000 first
time
home
buyer
rebate. S79,500.

2009 Hyundai Accent
hatchback under 6,000
miles. 36-42 mpg,
$13,000 10yr/100,000
warranty. 978-2090.
2008 Taurus SEL,
4-door sedan, 27.900
miles, 3.5L V-6, multi
CD-changer, leather
interior, power front
seats. sun-roof, burgundy extenor. excellent condition. Estate
sale itern $15,800.
(270)753-0188 leave
message.
99 maroon Dodge
Stratus, high miles.
salvage title. car in
good shape, asking
$1.500.00 080. For
more information contact Michelle 0
(2701293-7107

Murray I-edger & Times Fair
Ilousinit Ad Notice

inchv
at wv

0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
*Home,' Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Coma.
New homes, Additions.
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors. Vinyl
Siding,
Decks.
Roofing, Mobile Home
Repair
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & !nsured

Gt
to th
weal
Lake:
ing a
vious
30,
Satur
A
two I

SINGLE FAMILY

the E

of du
HOME $73.000 AND

corra.

DUPLEX IN MURRAY

istrat

$92.000
270-293-1446

Bisor
(SBR
SHR

a suascnption io
MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES

3Bed. 2Bath
1.480 sq. ft.

All tea; eat.* sd,ertIsed herein
is wheel to the Federal Fair
Hosr.ing Act whidl makes

Paris
week
lodgi
caws

270-761-1317.

CONSTRUCTION
Rol Estate

in h
Park!
. less
• some
mg it
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Stge

Sunset Blvd
S139.000
(270)293-2482

illegal to advertise any Frier
encr, limitation or Lliscnadita-

1

Home Delivery
Local Mall
°glossy
3 mo. --$30.04
3
mo.....--$3$40
6 nap.----WA
6
mo.
.143.80
1 yr. ---$103.00
1
1 yr.

___one.*

Rest of KY/TN

All Other Mall
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1
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6 a"-----MN
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Money Order
Visa
hVC
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addillori to those protected
under federal law
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o not in violation ot the ins All
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available on an equal apporto-
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Mail this coupon with payment to:
2003 H-D Heritage
Classic Black, 2,800
miles. 270-293-7404
See at Cain's, Inc
641N
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e
e
e
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Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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CLASSIFIEDS

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
Show

10

YOUR AO
COULD
- HEIM /10111- .
ONLY S75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

PICTURES - $12 EACH

EADLINES

Inc more than two people per
pictute and no more than 15 words)

---11 a.m.
Frit uri

Hill Electric

SS more for a double spot

LOVELINE - $10 EACH

Since 19kti
24 woua a/Rasa
Res . Cam.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

(no more than 25 words)

753-9562

1 p.m.
5 pit
Weill pia
Tbur
rriu. 1 p.m.

Peadline for receipt
of photos 6- love
Ilnes is Monday,
February 8 at 5PM.

To a wonderful son
who makes each
day brighter!
Love Mom

Mail information, payment, and sender's name
and phone number to
PO. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071 or came by the
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave, Murray
between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

.530
services Wend

catered

your loved ones that you care by placing a special
Valentine's Day picture and message or a Love Line

latrilft

Monday. February 1. 2010 • 7

436-2867 Lambs
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, glider
cleaning, hauling. etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-1118
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clear
out garages. gutters
Junk & tree work
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

'Services Offered

BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs decks pressure washed and
stained.. 436-222a
s

vi
emir.
111.1\ Itaa
!D m! Gm." \it
"
1
1

FREE
ESTIMATES
(270)873-9914
BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

530
servcesOtitred
M&M ROOFING

• ...d.j.,.
pi, sup.i
• loceily 0%nekvi.ipi:reged I
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton C.ranite
Marble 330t st. Rt 121N.
753-8087
+.1 .• I- •

(270) 519-4729

NDSC

rt_

MIEED

•Eleauty •Salety
•Socurity

-F.twrgy ,
!?r,rent
*pro Ecttpprneo.
*Pro Ir.stalfation
*30 r3 Experiance

1270)227-9212 .

TIM LEMONS
Irrigetlea
270-433-4776

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624
ML Garage Doors
Installation, Repairs &
Maintenance
on
garage doors & operators. 293-2357.

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal
stump grinding !irewood insured
489-2839

THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable, u t
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their owr risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibilrty whatsoever for their
actrvrties

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal
Aerial iztocke,riu,
msurel

Simmon's Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Cal/
Don. Murray area
519-8570

(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798

TROYER'S
Construction
Metal Roofing. Pole
Barn.
Shingles
270)804-6884

YEARRY'S Tree
Service Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Wintertime places to visit
70-7;1-2111

uneral Home
ray, KY 42071
.51,11t3 (

rIte,,

111,‘NINI. .

h.)
ommi
).)4
m
1,

Don't teli in Ashland is a beautifully
The Mountain Arts Center in
me
restored theater that hosts an Prestonsburg is home
to the
v.eilther
assoraaent of top-flight enter- famous Kentucky Opry
and
toii bad for tainment throughout the year. monthly
features headline acts.
you to get February's events can be
Call 1-888-622-2787
up. gel out reviewed by calling 606-324Central Kentucky
get 3175.
anti
The Center for Rural
going.
don't want to
hear
because
there are so
many interesting and
fun places to
By Gary P.
visit,
yes,
West
even in the
Syndicated
winter
Columnist
months.
And
most
don't require being out in the
weather.
Of course the Bourbon Trail
• is a given, and so is antiquing,
:bat for those of us who refuse to
• be overcome by the dreaded
cabin fever, there's much more.
Now is a great time to travel
in Kentucky. Hotels, State
Parks and even restaurants are
less crowdFcl„ and there are
some good prices to be had during this time of year on lodging.
Let's begin with Kentucky's
Stme Park as most of the resort
parks are offering a Valentine
weekend special that includes
' lodging, meals, and in some
CAMS entertainment.
You can contact the parks
individually or Nitilt the website
Photo provided
at www kentuckytourismcom.
Cathedral Basilica of the Assumption in Cos ington displays the secE.astern Kentucky
ond largest church window in the world
The Paramount Arts Center

Old & About
Koutudy
StYle

t

01I NI It
)9 i
lk RUSIN,SS

'orris

LAVVN SERVIC IF
Manft arum.

land.tepung
. Leaf Var.uuming
-Setistailien
753-1816 Z27-0611

0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentiy
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
•rtecks
'Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

1(2701227-0587
Ail Carpentry Coosa
New homes, Additions.
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten tloors. Vinyl
Siding,
Decks,
Rooting, Mobile Home
Repair
753-2353
_arry Nimmo
_icensed & Insured

k, the

Development in Somerset has a
full schedule of February events,
beginning with the Antique
Road Show, February 2-6; The
American Spiritual Ensemble,
February 5: Gun & Knife Show.
February 6-7; and a live performance of Beauty and the
Beast, February 19. Call 606677-6000.
There's so much to do in
Frankfoit. and although it is the
State Capitol. it sometimes is
overlooked as a tourist destination.
The Capitol is one of the
most beautiful in the country,
and when combined with a tour
of the nearby Governor's
Mansion, it makes for a delightful outing. The Capitol was
completed in 1910 and tlse governor's home four years later.
The design and decor of both are
extraordinary. Capital, 502564-3449; Governor's Mansion.
502-564-8004.
Hodgenville is ail about
Lincoln, and the Lincoln
Museum downtown on the
.square houses two levels of
memorabilia of which many is
one-of-a-kind. Call 270-3583163.
The Patton Museum of
Calvary and Armor in Fort Knox
pays homage to Gen. George S.
Patton, a military legend. This
museum even has a section of
the Berlin 'Kali. Although you
can't go inside. and really don't
ever: think about it, the Gold
Vault is a must drive-by. Call I 800-334-7540.

GOLDEN POND, KY --Due ing the EBP auction. If weather for
heavy snow, which is in
to the predicted severe winter prohibits an outdoor auction, the
effect from midnight tonight 1
weather for Land Between The auction will be held at the
through midnight Friday. A
Lakes (LBL) and the surround- Administrative Office, located
Winter Storrn Warning for
ing arca, the bison auction pre- near Highway 68/80 and The
viously. set for Saturday, January Trace. Participants are respon- heavy snow means severe win30, will be postponed until sible for their own transporta- ter weather conditions are
expected
or
occurring.
Saturday. February 6.
tion between sites. Bid packA bison auction will occur at ages and viewing will be avail- Significant amounts of snow are
two locations. The tirst portion able the moming of the auction. forecast that will make travel
of the sale will begin at 9am at
For additional information dangerous. People considering a
the Elk & Bison Prairie i'EBP) regarding the bison herd, con- visit to LBL this Friday,
corral, with previewing and reg- tact 270-924-2065 or 270-.924- Saturday, or Sunday are encouristration beginning at 8am. 2061.
aged to call 270-924-2000, or
LRC Public Information pilot-,
Bison at the South Bison Range
The
National
Weather check LBL's website at HOUSE GUESTS: Rep. Melvin Henley, D-Murray, third from left, recently welcomed other
t'SBR) will be auctioned at the Service in Paducah, KY. has www.lbl.org
for possible clo- Murray residents to the Kentucky House. Pictured, not in order, are. Master Tung Dinh; Dr
SBR corral imme‘iimely fnil
Doris Clark-Sarr Jennifer Outland; Pa-L2.min Sam ano1
issued a Winter Storm Warr.ing
_u.ai
II

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Feb. 2, 2010:
This ear. you vvill see many new opportunities, but don't take your
financ.cs for granted. Your money situation appears to be on an
upswing. Your funds could seem like a train coming in and out of
the station, leaving even more quickly than they anived. You might
be thrilled by the end results if you use some self-discipline. If you
are single, you easily meet people, being such a friendly sign.
Choosing the right person depends on being your authentic self. You
want someone to care about the real you, not a facade. If you are
attached, the two of you will gain thmugh planning a special trip
together. LIBRA understands you well.

MI Other Mal
Sabseriptiona
..-375.08

Visa

N1JC

1

• ---- 1
1
1
1
_ Zip
1
1
1
i payment to:
& Tlmea

'49071
la-1918

very popular National Corvette
Museum. It's recent expansion
and a consistent rotation of automotive exhibits makes this a
great family outing. Call 1-80053VEI IE.
Located on the campus ot
Murray State University in
Murray is the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum. Often overlooked, this interesting stop
deals with history, social. culture and economic development
of western Kentucky, 270-80)4771.
In 'Owensboro the Museum
of Fine Arts is a true to life hidden treasure. It offers permanent exhibits that include a
stained glass gallery of late 19th
century German stained gla.ss.
Call 270-685-318 I .
Northern Kentucky
The Newport Aquarium in
Newport is a water wonderland
with thousands of aquatic creatures from around the world.
Call 1-800-406-3474.
In nearby Covington there
are lots to do, but by all means
stop by The Cathedral Basilica
of the Assumption. Here you'll
see more than 80 incredible
stained glass windows. one ot
which is the second largest
church window in the world.
Call I -859-431-2060.
This is only a sampling of
interesting places to visit during
the so called -off season."
So get up, get out, and get
going!
Gary P. West can be reached
west1488(Olinsightbb.com.

Bison auction postponed
due to predicted weather

Ileroscope

Local Mall
Caftens.y
MO.
MO.
.143.10
rr.

Nearby. in Elizabethtown. is
the Schmidt Museum of CocaCola memorabilia. The Sclunidt
family, over the years has
assembled Else world's largest
privately-owned
collection.
Call 270-234-1100. Also in
Elizabethtown heading toward
Ft. Knox is Swope's Cars of
Yesteryear
Museum.
Magnificent cars of the 20s, 30,
40s, 50s and 60s are there for
your viewing. Call 502-7652181.
Louisville. of course, has
enough inside stuff to keep you
busy for a week, but one of their
February special events is the
National Farm Machinery Show,
at the Fairgrounds, February 1013. Call I -888-LOUISVILLE.
The Harrodsburg-Danville
areas are picturesque places to
visit even in February. Shaker
Village at Pleasant Hill is
always a rcpneve from the hustle and bustle of life in general.
Call 80t)-134-5611.
Right down the road in
Danville you can visit a relatively new attraction, The Great
American Doll House Museum.
Need I tell you what this is all
about'? Call 859-583-8000.
Westem Kentucky
Bowling Green offers a beautifully restored elegant Victorian
home tour. Riverview at Hobson
Grove. Its history dates back to
the Civil War and is a designated stop on the state's Civil War
Driving Trail. Call 270-8435564
Also in Bowling Green is the

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynarnic; 4Positive. 3-Average: 2-So-so: I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Let bygones be bygones -- someone feels bad enough as it is
Realize veiat is going on with this person and how down he or she
truly might be Understanding evolves. Tonight Try out another person's idea.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** YOU might be more vested than in the past Your inability to follow through might be coming from a past experience Distance yourself rattler than trigger Understand rather than earn; on Off to the
gym, or find another form ol exercise,
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Realize that you have quite possibly pushed someone too
•

try Jacqueline Bluer
hard, and he or she is reacting way beyond the obvious. How you
handle a child or loved one has much to do with your own resourcefulness. Tonight: Just ask.
CANCER (June 21-Juty 22)
*** Stay close to home if possible. or don't venture far, even if at
work. Many unexpected elements are at work. If you are feelino
sad
or depressed, take this opportunity to discuss the situation. Tonight:
Order in.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might intend for your words to come out clearly and
that
someone uoderstand what is happening. Your inability to move forward will start a problem Listen to news that is forthcoining with
a
grain of salt. It is coming from a point of negativity. Tonight: Say
'yes."
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your spending continues to be a major issue Invariably.
you
are thinking about a lot of changes Evaluate what is happening
behind the scenes before making a decision involving your finances.
There is more to the story. Tonight: Your treat.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You could be overly serious about what is happenin
g. By
being neavy or not looking at a situation, you'll see someone from a
different perspective. You could be inadvertently pushing someone
too hard. Tonight. Say "yes" to living.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noy. 21)
*** Take your time evaluating what is happening. Consider news
with open eyes. Think positively and get to the bottom of an issue.
You easily could be blocking some of the information. Tonight: Take
some much-needed personal time.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Zero in on more of what you honestly desire. Meetings
could prove to be key in implementing a project or gaining supporters for a venture. You have the wherewithai to hit a home run. The
only person stoppina you is you. Tonight: Where the action is.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might be overvvhelmed by others' expectations. but
as
usual, you will walk up to the plate and hit a home run. Knowing what
you want and where you are heading remains crucial to your success. Stop periodically to review your goals. Tonight: Buming the
candle at both ends.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Stay on course, but review your methods of getting to the
final goal Perhaps an update might be in order You frequently are
overwhelmed by events and information. Staying centered remains
instrumental to your success. Tonight: Try a movie.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Working with an individual rather than a grOop pOints to
success, though that could change in a few days. You could be surprised
by the mammoth amount of material you need to go through. A lit/le
help is always nice. Tonight: Chat over dinner.
BORN TODAY
SInger Sh.ikira (1977), singer Grahant Nash t1942). mcdei (.2t,!
Brinkiey 1'4541
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigar com
(c) 2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Looking Back
len year, ago
Forty years ago
Published is a picture of Tina
An average ot S48.10 per hunCarraw as and Belinda Taylor, past dred pounds was reported for the
co-chauns omen of Calloway' Coun- sale of dark tired tobas:co on the
ty Farm Bureau Women's Com- Murray Market. according to ()Hie
mittee. accepting the Gold Star Barnett, reponer tor the local marAward at the state convention in ket.
Louissille
Bennie Purcell, assistant basBirths reported include a boy ketball coach ill Murray State Unito Dr. and Mrs. Mark Miller. Dec. versity. has been named tennis
31, and a girl to Scott and Bev- coach
erly Winchester. Jan. 21.
Births reponed include a girl
Mr and Mrs. Dean Smith were to Mr and MIN Edgar Lee Paschall,
Varned for 50 years Jan 29
Jan. 19, a boy to Mr and MIS
In basketball games, Murrav Chalon Lassiter, and a girl to Mr.
ttate University. Racers won 75- and Ed Morton. Jan. 27; a boy
,4 and MSU Lady Racers lost to Mr and Mil Burt Hatt.
Jan.
64-59 to teams from Tennessee 28.
Tech Golden Eagles.
Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Johnston
: Twenty years ago
were married for 65 years on Jan.
The United States Postal Ser- 29
vice will open a new contract post
Fifty years ago
office today. Feb, I, at the TreaNine members of the Murray
Lure House in the Southside Manor State College faculty are listed
in
$hopping Center.
the latest edition of "Who's Who
Births retained tnclude
ts0.), in Education.' They are Dr. Ralph
to Lon and Harmon Brown. a girl H. Woods. Dr. Guy A. Battle Jr.,
V Apnl and Roy Mack. a boy to Josiah Darnall, Dr. Riley B.
ParLinda and Jarrue Ruthuid and a sons. Dr William G. Reed, Ruble
boy to Sally and Jesse Hodge. E. Smith, Dr Harry Sparks.
Dr.
tan. 28; a boy to Lisa and Gary Ralph Tesseneer and Dr. Hensley
Starks. Ian. 29.
C Woodbndge.
' Published is a picture of Dr.
Judy Tahanan, student from
yalter Walls. University' of Ken- Hawaii at Murray State College,
tucky Associate Dean, spealung at showed slides and talked of her
a, meeting of area farrmers The native state at a meeting of the
sto was by Staff Photographer Home Department of the Murray
arts Cooper.
Woman's Club. She was intro, Thirty years
duced by Mrs. John Resig.
Calloway County Schools and
Sixty years ago
telurray City Schools were still
Births reported include a boy
alosed today because of the ice to Mr. arid Mrs. Elbert Pace.
Jan.
tt'id snow from the storm.
27.
Murray' High School Tigers won
In high school basketball games,
'2-49 over Mayfield High School Murray Tigers lost 48-47
to Tilghfardinals in a basketball game man Tornado with Jeffrey
high
with Alexander high scorer for score: for Tigers; Lynn
Grove
Tigers.
Wildcats won 83-36 over New Cont: Births reported include a girl cord Redbirds with Parks
high
lo Mr. and Mrs. Terry Swift. Jan. scorer for Wildcats and Adams
It; a boy to Mr and Mrs. Ron for Redbirds; Hazel Lions
won
Underhill. Jan 5.
boy to Mr. 47-30 over Brewers Redmen with
and Mrs. Doug Walker. Jar,. 13,
Wyatt high scorer for Lions
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny and Stone for Redmen; Almo
WarWalker. Jan. 16: a girl to .Mr and nors won 43-20 over
Kirksey
Mrs. James Gibson. Jan 25.
Eagles with Hargis high scorer
for Warriors and Usrey for Eagles.

5
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Today In MOM!
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Feb. 1. the
32nd day of 2010. There are 333
days teft in use year.
Today's Highlig,ht in History:
On Feb. 1, 1960, four black
college students began a sit-in
protest at a whites-only Woolworth's lunch counter in Greensboro, N.C., which refused to serve
them; similar protests sprang up
across the South.
On this date:
In 1861, Texas voted to secede
from the Union
ln 1920. the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police came into existence. merging the Royal North
West Mounted Pchcc and thc
Dominion Police.
In 1943. onc of America's most
highly decorated military units of
World War
the 442nd Regimental Combat Team, made up
almost exclusively' of JapaneseE3

EI Y E3
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Man fears workman with key
may not be on the up-and-up

DIEAR ABBY: We had a for wedding gifts, graduati
on
repairman in our home yes- presents and special
DEAR DR. GOTT: My ,on mime,
anniveris 56 years old lwo years ago,
terday who needed to leave to sary, gifts -Risk factors include smoking
but can the prache had a tooth pulled that result- or chewing tobacco. tooth
go to the tice be overdone?
or gum
ed
in
a
dry
socket
After
five
infection. thc use of oral contrahardware
A woman in our group.
weeks of pain. he aent to a dif- ceptives, personal history
of prestore for a "Bev," delights in sending
ferent dentist. who pulled more vious dry socket and the failure
part.
My thank-you notes for every litof his teeth. My son was told to follow post-extraction guide
wife
told tle thing. She means well, but
that this would stop the pain. lines.
him: "I have it makes the rest of us feel
When it ihdTreatment options include pain
to go to pick awkward.
n't, he was medication. flushing out thc sockgiven
up my son,
pain et to remove any detsns that may
Example: One day she
medication. be causing increased pain and
so here's my dropped by as I was preparAfter nearly applying medicated dressings to the
spare key. ing a tuna sandwich for lunch,
two years. he ate&
Dear Abby Let yourself so I tittered her one. We ate
was advised
Atypical odontalgta is pain in
back in."
them on paper plates with a
to go to a WU- seemingly. normal teeth and is
Abby.
By Abigail
we cup of tea. A few days later.
rologist diagnos.ed only after invasive treatdo not know a thank-you note arnved, which
Van Buren
because the ments, such as further axith extracpain
this
was tion, have failed to alleviate pain
man surprised rne.
from Adam! He easily could
affecting his The condition is most commonly
Abby, neither my mother
Dr.
Gott
entire
have copied our key -- he was nor I have ever
face seen in women in their mid- to
sent or expectand jaw and late-40s
going to the hardware store. ed thank-yo
u notes for casual
By
occasionally
The pnmary symptom is pain
after all -- and retumed to visits. We're
Dr Peter Gott his ears.
a group of older
that may be restricted to a small
burglarize our home, or worse. ladies who are just
The neu- area in the mouth, but pain can
pleased to
We have three young children. have friends
rologist tohi him that he should expand to the face and jaw.
who gather for
Pain
I realize my wife was in a lunch on birthday
go see sonic professor at the Uni- may last for several months or
s or help
versity of Pennsylvania. This per- even years. be consistent, or come
tough spot. I know I should each other
out with small
son has now been treating my in cycles of varying pato levels.
have more faith in the good- favors. We
see and talk to
son for three months. His med- Sleep is not disturbed. but upon
ness of humanny, but I feel each other often.
ication has been increased to the waking, pain starts again Temshe put our family at risk. I'm
I don't want to offend Bev
maxiinum dose. but he is still in perature, loud noises anti touch may
considering having my locks and will reply
pain. and he now has a diagno- increase the sensation in some
in kind to her,
changed. Your thoughts on the but have told others
sis uf odontalgia.
sufferers. Headache is an uncoma simple
matter would be much appre- thank you in person
You have helped so many other mon symptom.
or a phone
people that I hope you can help
ciated. -- PROTECTIVE IN call will suffice
Narcotic pain medication is not
for me. They
tny 5011,
LIVERMORE. CALIF.
typically prescribed because, at
agree. What do you think? -DEAR
READER
:
Dry
sockbest,
tt only moderately reduces
DEAR
PROTECTIVE: GOOD FRIENDS IN ARIet is a temporary condition caused pain. Avoiding further dental
You should not have a repair- ZONA
proby the disruption of the blood cedures is important because they
man in your home at any time
DEAR GOOD FRIEND: clot covenng the bone and nerves may aggravate symptoms
There
unless the person is licensed. Because Bev may
after the removal of a permanent is no one effective treatment
not be aware
option
bonded, and you have checked of your feelings
adult tooth. The blood clot acts for atypical odontalgia sufferers.
on the subas a bandage, protecting the wound but studies have shown that neuhis references. lf, heaven for- ject, I think you
should also
while it heals. If the clot is dis- ropathic pain medications
bid. a home is burglarized. the tell HER that in
appear
the future a
lodged, the area becomes exposed. to be effective for most patients.
owners should tell the police simple thank you
in person or
increasing sensitivity and pain lev- These can include tricyclic
about any "stranger" who has a phone call will
antisuffice.
els.
depressants and phenothiazines
been on the premises. And if
•••
Symptoms may last only a few Other possible options for those
you would sleep better at night
days and include bad breath or a who cannot tolerate the
DEAR ABBY: I have a
neuroknowing you had changed the question I can't
foul odor, an unpleasant taste, vis- pathic drugs include
ask of anygabapentin.
ible bone in the socket. pain that alpha and beta-blockers.
locks as a precaution, then one but you. I am
aspinn
84 years
may extend from the .socket to anti local anesthetic or conicosthat's what you should do.
old. and 1 have been a widow
the ear or cye, severe pain and teroid injections.
for 10 years. ! worked as a
DEAR ABBY: I know secretary all my life.
thank-you notes are in order
I am tom about accepting
requests from a man I tiFed
to work for to "come and visit"
him. This is not an invitation
South dealer
in Tehran as he ended nearly 15 for a date -- dinner, a movie,
dummy. Bin from that point on, the
Roth ,ides ‘uloerable
a drive. It's nothing but "a visit.'
play. vaned at cach table
years of exile.
NORTH
At one table, In the match between
This
happened before when
In 1991, 34 people were killed
4
A
l•rancc
and the fnited States, thc
I was divorced and living alone.
when a USAir jetliner crashed
A97 3
French declarer played the jack of
atop a commuter plane or, a run- The 'visit' consisted of hug•8 2
clubs from dummy. at trick rise, hopway at Los Angeles International ging, kissing and sex. That's
4.1 96 5 3
ing in that way to rcsolsc the probWEST
Airport.
EAST
lem of how to play the trumps.
all. It made me feel cheap.
*K106
*9 8 4 3 2
In 2003. the space shuttle
But East, Bobby Goldman, didn't
Although I would love to
VQ54
1/6
swallow the bait. Hc did not ruff thc
Columbia broke up during re- be
•J 10 5
kissed and hugged by a
A
•
Q
4
3
jack
of clubs with his apparent!) useentey. killing all seven of its crew
*A Q 4 2
410 8
man as handsome as George
less trump, nor did he roll' when the
SQ1JTH
nine was led next. 1k-claret, haying
Chaohey.
l.fe-el
yeaty.4,gn: Sem, Jabs
75
discarded his Q-7 of spades. decided
•
.1,10 2
- de.ifeitied Versa Ouv. use rkte, pOre ss
that F.ast mu.st he protecting thc Q-xGeorge W Bush to win the Repub- don or a *date." Please
x-txt of trumps and accordingly
4K 7
ten your reply and tell me
played the ace tuxi another trump
lican New. Hampshire primary, Vice
The hidding.
1)own one.
President AI Gore edged Bill how I should handle this. -Sooth
West
North
East
At the second table, in tlx match
Bradley to win the Democratic
FEELING
USED
Pass
3
IN
Pass
between Australia and Brazil,
4V
ImularYBELLEVILLE, ILL.
declarer also led dummy 's jack of
Five years ago. Pope John Paul
Opening lead - - jack ofeliamonds.
clubs at tnck five. But hem Last
DEAR FEELING USED:
This deal occurred in the 1971 ruffed with his one
11 was hospitalized for breathing
only trump
The next trine "Prince Charmworld learn chair,pionship and was Declarer overruffed and
problems and Lhe flu. Character
easily made
ing" calls and asks you to pay
played at slx tables. At three of the thc contract when heand
actor John Vernon, who'd played
continued
tables. ihe final contract was tour the king of hearts and took with
the
nasty Dean Wormer in "National a house call, smile into the
hearts. pia)ed by South. Each West marked trump finesse
receiver (which will make your
Lampoon's Animal Hcuse,- died
led a dnunond, and each last won atter lyast showed out. against West
tone warmer and friendlier)
in Los Angeles at age 72.
nun Me ate and returned a club.
At the third table, declarer aid not
and tell him you'd be 'delightThe similarity continued when play the jack of clubs at trick
live,
each
West
cashed
Q-A
thc
of
clubs
hut instead cashed the A-K of
ed" to see 'nirn -- when he
arid shined to a low spade. All three trumps. This establish
ed West's
picks you up. takes you to
declarers then rejected thc spade queen as the setting triek.
and
dinner or a movie or even for
finesse. playing the ace from declarer finished dov.n one.
a drive. , And stick to your
Tomorrow: The homs of a dilemma.
guns.
samonso,aans,asaain

Contract Bridge

Famous Hand

Americans, was authonzed.
In 1946. Norwegian statesman
Trygve Lie (TRIG'-vuh lee) was
chosen to be the first secretary-general of the United Nations.
In 1958, the Urtited Arab Republic. a union of Egypt and Syria,
WiLS established. (Syria withdrew
from Lhe union in 1961.)
In 1959, men in Switz.erland
rejected giving wornen the right
to vote by a more than 2-1 referendum margin. (Swiss women
gamed the nght to vote in 1971.)
In 1968, during the Vietnam
War, South Vietnam's police chief
(Nguyen Ngoc Loan) executed a
Viet Cong officer with a pistol
shot to the head. Richard M.
Nixon armounced his bid for the
Republican presidential nomination.
In 1979„Ayatollah Ruho
Khomeini
(hoh-MAY•-neel
received a tumultuous welcome

SCi4)

Scientists:Wolding izi May not inclucia

kends With Loved
Ones'lowers Blood

small children

bO4h*

a

1
4
8
13
2

Toast topper
Guitar part
Meadow rodent
o
hatatlso _s_t

14
15
17
19
20
1

Blows away
Donny's sister
Bar bills
Family doc
Beoa
R
ring
coco

IV ID I E_ i)

Fi

L_IC1CFP)

42 Naval rank
44 Office fill-in
46 Nyet opposite
48 Shelley or
Pickford
49 Key
50 About. in
memos (2 wds.)
52 Vivacity
54 Daisy — Yokum
55 Tailless c-at
56 Knock flat
57 Law (abbi )

24
3 Snoph. or jr.
(....2ow
mdesto
) fruition

DOWN

26 Theorem ender
29 fRed Sea country
30 Wynonna or
Naomi
31 Hand warmer
33 "Me" devotee
35 Is indebted to
36 Finished off (2
wds.)
37 N'ght hunter
ouuestnal czars
4380 T
h.

1 Short crowbar
2 Robin
of balladry
3 Zebra female
4 Glasgow turndown
5 Chicago Loop
train
6 Greenish-yellow
7 — Reeves of
"The Matrix"
8 Boundless
9 Ouch!

1

2

3

5

12

6

16
-

20
23

4

NOM

OMPIIC

um
°"f
fir
ial
l"
nom
nuo
mom
ma
MOM OMMM MM
MENO BROM OMB
ONA
AROM
monMMM
o Mail
MW
O
mphOR
muuBE
mnRM
mom
MEM MODEM

and nc
wanted
pound
on the
care of
Ask,
high I
joined I
Canaan
on II,

10

11

14
'

18

19

01

22

25

6

27

2e

30
1
WE LOST THE 6AME,
AND LEARNED THE
MEANING OF Ti4E
WORD VII"!

32

3

35
T
2
46
50
55

34

36

37

" 41

03

44

48
51

45

9
52
56

53

54
57
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10 Drumstick
11 Paranormal
power, briefly
16 Enters data
18 It flies by night
2 — — upswing
9

REAMUTSIOD
WE DIDN T KNOW
THE MEANING OF
wOROttUiT''

Mi
Sprnel
confet
ESPN
Conn.
watch
State
Saturd
Sor
Elam
Racer
to sent
cra len
coast.
Lau
Leader
its pa
Buster
be pl;
Special
20, ani
11-0(
has its
there.
"We
out her
MSU
Aska SJ
of the
end.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

2-1

7

13

15

WE WERE BEHIND
PORTa' TO NOTHIN6:
DID WE QUIT? NO!
--

13n

Crosswonis
ACROSS

L_

Mut

When a toothache
isn't a toothache

22 Provide with
gear
25 Summer cooler
27 MS polishers
28 Insect killer
29 Stone pillar
30 Medieval contests
31 Dairy sound
32 Labor org.
33 IX)7's alma
mater
34 Joint Chiefs
off.
36 Sporty sock
38 Youth org.
39 Ran on TV
40 Dirty streak
41 Made a decision
43 Taos loc.
45 Dagwood's
neighbor boy
46 Cloudy
47 Literary miscellany
49 Shirt-pocket
stain
51 ER staffer
53 A cooler

Kayla
the SI'

0
- - los
with I.
Peay
56-55
11-gan
The

ray Ledger & I imes
Murray I.edger & Times

ache
.che
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:dors include smoking
tobacco, tooth or gum
he use of oral ,.:ontramsonai history of presocket and the failure
post-e x t raction guide
ra options include pain
flushing out the socke any debns that rrtay
increased pain and
41cateri dressings to the
odontalgia is pain in
normal teeth and is
nly after invasive treatas further tooth extracailed to alleviate pain.
on is most commonly
men in their mid- to
nary symptom is pain
restricted to a srrtall
mouth, but pain can
he face and jaw. Pain
or several months or
be consistent, or come
f varying pawl levels.
4 disturbed, but upon
in starts again Temid noises and touch may
e sensation in some
eadache is an uncomAn.
pain medication is not
rescrtbed because. at
y moderately reduces
lig further dental prornportant because they
'ate symptoms There
ective treatment option
oclontalgia sufferers.
have shown that neuh medications appear
ive for most patients.
include tricyclit antiand phenothiazines
ble options for those
t tolerate the neuros include gabapentin.
beta-blockers. aspinn
nesthetic or corticostons.

from that point on, the
each table
e, tn the rriatch between
t mted States, the
tr played fix! jack of
mmy at trick five, hopty to resolve the probplay the trumps.
obby Goldman, didn't
au tic did not ruff thc
sith his apparently useir did he ruff when the
nod Ikclarer, haying
L,)- 7 of spades, des:ided
be protecting the 0-sinps and scsordingly
c and another trump

rid table. in the match
strain' and Brazil,
led duinnty's jack of
five But here East
one and only tnunp
uffed and easily made
hen he continued with
hearts and took the
fines,se against West
,ed out.
table, declarer oid not
it clubs at trick five,
:ashcd the A-K of
established West's
setting trick, and
xl down one.
na.
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atch Me Now
MAKES A
STATEMENT FOR
BRACKETBUSTER
MTH 1N1N ON
ESPNU
MSU

By MUM.DANN
Sports Editor
MARTIN,
Tenn.
—
Somewhere nestled in a warrn
conference room inside the
ESPN headquarters in Bristol,
Conn.. were suits and ties
watching intently' as Murray
State played UT Martin
Saturday.
Somewhere nestled inside the
Elam Center was a hot-shooting
Racer ballclub that was looking
to send a message via the camera lens to the boys on the east
coast,
Later today. the World Wide
Leader in Sports tvill announce
its pairings for the Bracket
Buster game, a contest that will
be played at the Regional
Special Events Center on Feb.
20, and if Murray State (20-3,
11-0 Ohio Valley C'onference)
has its way, they want ESPN
there.
"We knew we had to come
out here and make a statement,"
MSU sophomore guard Ivan
Aska said in the 77-45 blowout
of the Skyhawks over the week•
end.
"This is a business approach
and nothing personal, but we
wanted to come out here and
pound them. Everytime we get
on the court, it's simply taking
care of business."
Aska finished with a gamehigh 13 points. while being
joined by freshman guard Isaiah
Canaan. Danero Thomas tacked
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
on 1 1. but it was all overshad- Murray State's Danero Thomas goes up for two of his 11 points against UT Martin on
Saturciay. Thomas and the Racers won their 20th game of the season,
reaching a mark that
hasn't been set since the 2005-06 season.
Is See RACERS, 10

Racers succumb to
Skyhawks' hot shooting

•
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LOWE LEADS MSU WITH
21 POINTS IN LOSING CAUSE
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By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Ed:tor
MARTIN. Tenn — Slow to
recover, but quick to get going —
that's Kayla Lowe.
The forward from Piket'lle
suffered a concussion back on
Nov. 15 in a
garne
at
Memphis.
During a stretch
of 74 days.
Lowe
was
restricted to bed
rest, doing nothing that would
cause
an
increase in her
heart rate.
Lowe sure
got the blood
pumping Saturday in Martin.

77

•

le with

Aishers
killer
pillar
vat con-

ALL'A'CLASSIC STATE SEMIFINALS:
NEWPORT CENTRAL CATHOLIC 71,
MURRAY 49

MURRAY STATE 77, TENNESSEE MARTIN 45

•
•

C1012
CHAN

e-mail: sporta@murrayledgencom

MICHAEL DANN /Ledger & Virnes
Kayla Vance, a senior guard for Murray State, tries to split
the Skyhawk defense Saturday afternoon in Martin. Vance
finished with nine points.

65

She scored a team-high 21
points on 7-o1-17 from the field,
but went ballistic from behind the
arc, knocking down 4-of-9, while
hitting al; three free throw shots.
Thcre was just one problem the I9-minute effort Lowe gave
came in a 77-65 loss and even the
6-foot-1 sophomore had problems finding solace in her efforts.
"It's great to actually get back
out on the court and help my
team. I just really wish it would
have been in a win," she said.
The loss at Martin on Saturday
was just the first in the last three
years.
Even still, Lowe summed it up
best, calling it "unexplainable."
"We really want that first
round tournament game to be on
our home floor and that's tumed
•See MSU, 10

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger &
Murray forward Shelby Crouch la hounded by Newport
Central Catholic's Marlah Tabor. Tabor scored 16
points end was one of four Lady Throughbreds to
reach double-figures. NCC was led by guard Hannah
Thlern wtth 17 points.

NewCath
defense shuts
door on Murray
LADY TIGERS LAST PUBLIC
SCHOOL SQUAD STANDING AT
ALL'A'CLASSIC
By TOMMY DILLARD
Ail 'A'
Sports Writer
RIC'HMOND, Ky. - Murray at Eastern Reattacky University
Wednesday
got a primer on handling the
Murray 61. Glasgow 3t.J
run-and-jump pressure defense Haden
62 Whrteteld Acadern, 47
in its All 'A' quarterfinal victory Lou Holy Cross 67, Betsy Layne 53
over Walton-Verona on Friday'. Lexington Chnshan 69, Russeli 42
Cfah 59, Bracken Co 57
So Lady Tiger head coach Owensboro
Newport Cent Cath 6'2 Caldwel Co 32
Rechelle Turner thought her Walton-Verona 66 Owsley County 33
niday
squad was prepared for the
Lou Ho4y Cross 61, Harlan 32
defense they' would see from Owensooto
Garb 57 Lex Chnst 55
Newport Central Catholic, Newport Cent Cath 51, Green Co :35
which runs a similar scheme, in Murray 55. Watton-Verona 33
Saturday
the semifinals on Saturday.
Lou Holy Cross 59. O'boro Cath 47
But while the look may have Newport Cent Catholic. 71 Mu,ray 49
Sunday
been similar, the talent level and
N'port Cent Cal') 56 Lou Hoe/ Cross 40
execution with which the 1...ady
Thomughbreds, ranked fifth in
the state by the Courier-Joumal, ran their version of the run-andjump overwhelmed Murray as the Lady Tigers bowed out of the
All 'A' Classic in a 71-49 loss.
The black and gold got off on bad footing early as Newport
Catholic jumped out to a 9-0 lead and forced Murray into eighl
first-quarter turnovers.
The Lady Tigers finished with 23 turnovers, fell behind by
double-digits in the second quarter and were never able to make
the game close.
"We don't have a lot of teams in our area that play that style
of defense." said Turner, whose team falls to 21-2 and leavet
Richmond as one of the top four small-school teams in the state:
"We did make some bad decisions with the ball that we don't
norrnally make, but give them credit because they were every;
where. They did a good job of trapping the ball, they did an ever)
better job of running the passing lanes."
The Lady 'Tigers missed several easy layups and jump shott
early that could have helped them hang with NewCath. But once
Murray's confidence had been cracked. the Lady Thoroughbreds
continued to pile on.
Newport Catholic forced 16 turnovers in the first half alone
and capitalized offensively, scoring 20 points off turnovers during the first 16 minutes of action.
"They played the best defense we've seen this year on the
press," said Murray point guard Janssen Starks. "Their press
trapped everywhere. they were really aggressive and we just
couldn't handle it."
See ALL 'A', 10
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OVC ROUNDUP

Morehead tnps at Austin Peay, EKU wins easily over TSU
CONFERENCE GAMES MOVED TO

free throws to give Morehead
State (15-7, 9-21 a 54-51 lead
with 1:26 left. But Blake's layup
SUNDAY DUE l'O BAD WEATHER
pulled the Governors back withCLARKSVILLE. Tenn.(AP) Ohio Valley Conference) trailed in one 23 seconds later.
— Justin Blake hit a 3-pointer 51-40 with 6:03 left, but went on
Kenneth Faried went to the
with 14 seconds left and Austin an 11-1 run. Wes Channels' free throw line for the Eagles
Peay defeated Morehead State layup pulled the Governors with 33 seconds left. but made
56-55 on Sunday, snapping an within 52-51 with 1:46 remain- just one of two. allowing the
11-giune winning streak.
ing.
Governors to take their first lead
The Governors (1 3-10, 7-4
Terrance Hill then hit two since 11-9 with 12:40 left in the

first half.
Justin Stommes hit five 3-pointBlake finished with 14 points ers and scored 19 points to lead
for Austin Peay, which shot 54.5 Eastern Kentucky to a 75-58
percent in the second half(12 of victory over Tennessee State on
22).
Sunday night.
Faried scored 19 points and
Stommes was 5-for-7 and the
grabbed 13 rebounds for the Colonels (15-8. 7-4 Ohio Vallev
Eagles
Conference) went I 3-for-30
Eastern Kentucky 75,
from beyond the arc (43.3 perTennessee State 58
cent) to win for the first time in
NI1`. II I I lenn (API— three games. Eastern Kentucky

entered leading the OVC with
10.2 3-pointers a game.
Stommes hit three 3-pointers.
had two assists and a steal as the
Colonels increased their lead
from 37-32 with 16746 to play to
54-38 with I 1:26 left.
Joshua Jones hit one of his
three 3-pointers to give the
III See OVC, 10
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From Page 9
Colonels a 69 )6 lead with 1:39
to play.
Jones scored 16 and Papa
Oppong added 12 Mr Eastern
Kentucky, which shot 72.2 percent in the second half(I3-for18).
Jacquan Nobles scored 20
and Robert Covington added 12
for Tennessee State (4-15, 1-10),
which has lost six straight
games.

Murs's
SWOONS

The Calloway County fourth-grade select basketball team ,ecently won the fourth grade
division of the Western Kentucky Outlaws Shootout in Paducah. The team went a perfect 4-0 and Improved their record on the season to 17-0. Team members include, front
row, from lett: Ben Futrell, Christian Adams. Carson Chapman ard Logan Eastwood.
Back row: Coach Justin Hendrix, Jeremy Darnell, Aaron Dawson, Gabe Clark, Tanner
Hicks and coach Tim Stark.
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into our main goal right now," Lowe said. "We're
going to have to go out with better fos:us — a lot
better than we had tonight -- and now go out in
every game with complete focus for all 40 minutes if we want a shot. It doesn't matter who you
play. anyone at this level can win. You've got to
show up ready' to play or you're not going to
win."
As head coach Rob Cross was nodding in a
'yes' motion from the background dunng L,owe's
post game presser, he ensured that a lack of focus
was the Racers' Achilles heel Saturday night.
"UT Martin played a great game and you have
to give theni a lot of credit." the second-year head
coach said. "But we had a lack of focus defensively throughout the game. Offensively, we took
a lot of bad shots tonight and we really let a lot of
shots fly without a purpose."
The Skyhawks used a 58.3 shooting percentage and a 71.4 three-point shooting percentage to
earn the victory. The Racers shot 33.8 percent for
the game and only: 22.6 from beyond the arc.
However, MSU did go perfect from the line,8-of8, but did not attempt one free throw in the first
half.

Most of the opening half was a back-and-forth
battle, with long stretches of non-scoring by both
squads. Each team traded runs in the beginning
of the half before the Skyhawks (5-15, 3-7 OVC)
opened up their lead to 10 (27-17), with an 11-0
run over almost a three minute span (6:56-4:15).
The Racers responded by going on a 10-6 run to
end the half down 33-27.
MSU opened the second haif on a 6-3 run
before the Skyhawks were allowed to record a
basket with 16:31 remaining in the game, with
their first three points coming at the free throw
line. The Racers fought back and tied the score at
39 with just over 15 minutes left on the clock.
Both teams traded points for the next three minutes before UTM went on a 6-0 run to give them
the lead for the rest of the game.
MSU cut the deficit to as little as one, with five
minutes remaining. but the Racers could not get
any closer. The Skyhawks went on an 18-7 run to
end the game, with all but seven of those points
coming from the charity stripe.
Free throws were a key in the outcome of the
game. as LITM went 25-of-28 from the free-throw
line. MSU was perfect from the charity stripe, but
was only allowed eight chances.
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owed by the complete game
fmm Tony Easley
Easley came within a chin
hair of a tnple-double, finishing
with eight points, seven
rebounds and seven blocked
shots in just 15 minutes of play.
The seven swats was a
career-high for the 6-foot-9,
200-pound senior. which ranks
him 30th in the nation this year
in total blocks.
Easley has 60 blocks this season after getting just a total of64
in his first three seasons combined. He's moved up to fifth on
the MSU all-time single-season
list and is 20 aw:ay from passing
Pearson Griffith's (2005-06)
mark of 79.
Easley was also cntical to a
staunch Racer defense which
limited the Skyhawks all night.
LTT Martin didn't score double
digit points until the 7:17 mark
in the first half. while Murray
State would build a 35-10 lead.
Despite taking a 46-23 lead at
halftime, Murray State blew
things open in the second half.
leading 63-33 with 6:06 left to
play in the game.
On the day. UTM shot just 25
percent from the floor and that's
where Billy Kennedy knew: his
team was going to make hay.
"I'm just really pmud of our
guys and their ability to come
out and play with the weather
being the way it is. on the road,
an early game." the Mal head
coach said. "I thought our focus
was really good and I think
that's why we were able to play
well today.
"We didn•t play.. as well as I
would have liked defensively.
They niissed some shots. they're
a young team. they're in n-ansinon and have a lot going on.
That makes it difficult for
them."
From the stat sheet, Murray
State handed out 21 assists on
the night, a number that further
proves to Kennedy just how
unselfish his team is.
"We gave the ball up. got it
inside and our post guys did a
better job of taking care of the
ball and making the right plays.Kennedy said. "The unselfishness of this team has definitely
been one of the positives."
GAME NOTES: Murray
State now has the nation's second longest winning streak at I I
games. Siena has the best current steak at 13. ... MSU's 20win season is the 23rd in program history and die first since

mICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
lsacc Miles beats UT Mrrtin's Marquis Weddle down the
court for two of his five points Saturday. Weddle was held
to nine points on 2-of-15 shooting from the field.
the 2005-06 season. ... The
Racers' road winning surak is
six. The team record is 13 set
between 1998 and 1999. ...
MSU has won 23 straight games

School
OVC(Ow*
Murray Slite
11-0 (20-3)
Morehead State ;
.1_8
-7i)
0
135
94_4
5
-2 (1
Eastern Kentucky
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech 6-5 (
1)
(1121-.110
,:acksonville State 5_
6-7
5 (10-11)
Eastem Illinois
SE MiSSOUrt State
Tennessee State 13
.
-180 (
16
4--115
9)
)
UT Martin
0-10
Satorday
Murray SI. 77 UT Martin 45
Jacksonville St 70 Eastern Illinois 55
Tennessee Tech 82 SE Missouri St 68
tredie
Austin Peay 56, Morehead SI 55
Eastern Kentucky 75. Tennessee St 58
Teselay
J.ville St al Tennessee St 7 30 p.m.
SIU Edwardsville al SE Mo St 745 p
Tbralie
J'yille St at Morehead St
6:30 p m
Tenn Tech al E Kentucky
6 30 p.m
Austin Peay at UT Martin
7 30 p.m
Tentoessee St. at Murray St
7 30 p m
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Newport Catholic went on to
beat Louisville Holy Cross in
Sunday's championship game
while Murray returned home
with its first-ever berth in the
semifinals.
Saturday was the first time
any of Murray's current players
had faced a tearn ranked in the
state polls Newport Catholic
brought plenty of experience to
the matchup, fielding zi starting
lineup void of underclassmen
with two seniors and three juniors.
The Lady Thoroughbreds had
also been to the All 'A' state
tournament each of the past
three years and advanced to the
semifinals twice.
It was that level of expenence, both mental and physical,
that Tumer felt gave the Lady
Thomughbreds a heavy advantage.
"One thing we !earned from
this more than anything is that
we have to get stronger," said
Turner. "Our kids are frestunen
and sophomores for the most
part and our seniors aren't very
big in stature. (NewCath) was
very. physically tough. When it
came down to loose balls, they
were always getting them
because they were a little bit
tougher and stronger.
"But that's why you come
and piay in situations like this.
We•re not going to face pressure
better than this at home. This
was a great game for us to play."
In addition to forcing Murray
into turnovers in the backcourt.
NewCath also was able to limit
center Sian House•s touches
down low.
Lady Thoroughbred head
coach Ron Dawn said he
watched how House was able to
rack up easy baskets off lob
passes Friday' against WaltonVerona and he luiew he had to
shut down that particular facet
of Murray's offense.
"We wanted to keep pressure
on the passer and not give them
such a good look," Dawn said.
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Nobrxty can protect your AUTb
. any Mier than:we ran?
211 S. 12th St • Murray KY•153-3415

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Sunday's Coilege Basketoall
Maio, Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Duquesne 74, Saint JOSepin s 71
Lehigh 78. Holy Cross 60
Niagara 86, Loyola Md 77
SI Peter s 72 Manhattan 44
SOUTH
Arkansas 80 Mississippi 73
Austin Peay fU6 Morehead St
Clemson 62, Me,yland 53
E Kentucky 75 Tennessee St 58
Jacksonville 7S S C -Upstate 53
Miami 82. Virginia Tech 75
Morgan St 100 Nortolk St 94 OT
N Carolina A8T 67 Coppin St 62
South Florida 70 Pittsburgh 61

Stephen F Ausun 70, McNees. 2,1 I.5
Ternessee 61. Florida 60
UNC Ashevilk, 92 Radlord 84
Virginia 75 North Carolina 60
William 8 Mane 54. Drexei 51
MIDWEST
Ball St 67 Ohio 66 OT
Butler 73, Wis -Milwaukee 66
IFFW 62 iLlPie 60
Indiana St 63., Evansvee 56
Ohio St 85 Minnesota 63
Purdue 66. Penn SI 46
Valparaiso 84. Wis -Green Bay 79
Wovta St 55, S lemon; 54
Xavier 108, Fordharn 60
FAR WEST
Arizona 76 Califon-1,a 72
N Colorado 74 lAortana St 68

KENTUCKY 85, VANDERBILT 72

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
L,eBron James turned out to be a
better good-luck charm than the
president for No. 1 Kentucky.
With the NBA superstar — a
good friend of coach John
Calipari's — watching from the
front row. the Wildcats bounced
back from an upset loss to South
Carolina with an 85-72 victory

over No. 21 Vanderbilt.
DeMarcus Cousins posted his
12th double-double — the most
every by a Kentucky freshman
— with 21 points and 10
rebounds to lead a balanced
attack as the Wildcats improved
to 20-1 and 5-1 in the SEC, serving notice to the Commodores
that they remain the tearn to beat.

TOIMAY DILLARD ; Ledger 8. TirrAs
Murray head coach Rechelie Turner talks to her team dur;
Ing a time out In the first half of the Lady Tigers' 71-4
loss trs Newport Central Catholic In the All 'A' semifinals
Saturday in Richmond.

"If they get it to the right spot. seen all season, according to
she's going to get it and there's fumes
nothing we can do about it,
"The difference in our ability
we wanted to keep the person to play our zone today compared
making the entry pa.ss from get- to the first two days wa,s that
ting a good look at her."
they had an inside presenc,- we
House was limited to eight had to account for," Tumer said.
points while Murray put just two "We couldn't extend our guards
players in double-figures. Starks out so far because of the inside
scored a teatn-high 14 points presence they had. We were a
while Haley Armstrong notched little late on our rotations getting
12 but shot just 3-for-11 from out on their shooters. The odds
the field. Armstrong also pulled said they weren't going to make
down a team-high six rebounds. a lot of threes and they proved
Shelby. Crouch contributed us wrong today."
seven points while Sarah
The Lady Tigers trailed by 16
Crouch added five.
at halftime and hung within 15
Murray shot 43 percent from halfway thmugh the third quarthe field but had just 28 shot ter. But Newport Catholic delivattempts while NewCath more ered the dagger with a 9-0 run
than doubled up the Lady Tigers that stretched their lead to 52with 60 attempts, thanks in part 28.
to 14 offensive rebounds.
NewCath also enjoyed its Murray
8 12 11 18-49
best shooting day of the week
N'port Cent Cath 19 17 18 17 — 71
after struggling early against
(21-2) — Starks 14 Armstrong
Green County on Friday and Murray
12, House 8, Sh Crouch 7 Sa Crouch
Caldwell County on Wednesday. 5, Winchester 2, Benson 1
The Lady Thoroughbreds shot FG: 12-28 3-pt. 2-4 FT 23-27
47 percent from the field and hit Rebounds: 27 Turnovers: 23
seven three-pointers that helped Newport Central Catholic (17-2) —
Thiem 7, Tabor 16 Bartels 14
them pull away in the first half.
13. Fryer 5 MUEInCfl 4
Senior forward Mariah Tabor Sandfcss
Cialardini 2
scored 16 points and was the FG: 28-60 3-pt.: 7-16 FT: 8-it
best post player Murray had Rebounds: 26 Turnover*: 5

when holding the opponent to
60 points or less. ... The Racers
now lead the all-time senes ss'ith
UTM 36-3 and are 16-3 on the
road.

Full Service
Grooming
For All Breeds
of Dogs & Cats
Cindy Holt Groomer
Call Today For An Appruntment

(270)753-6749

111amailot Mimes

Westside Veterinary
151
Service L.L.P.

Born and raised in Murray, KY the car industry has
always been at the epicenter of my life. My father has
been involved with wholesale and retail operationsfor
over 50 years so it was like a rite of passage gmwing
up. When not in school, I would help oid at the shop
and travel to the weekly auctions. I absolutely fell in
love with the business especially developing new relationships with individuals which remain active today.
After high school I thought this would be my life's
blood. Ironically it was myfather who prompted me to
go back to college. He said, "Get a degree: you've
already got your degree in cars." Subsequently, I graduated from MSU in the winter of 2003. After a short
stint in Nashville. I returned to Murray in early 2006
where I could be closer to my daughter andfamiN.
I would like to take this opportunity to encourage
anyone in the market for a new or pre-owned automobile to come visit me at Toyota of Murray. Let me pair
vou with the car or truck of your needs.
- 8,
1,1 A ( ',,:4t
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